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Letter

From THE

EDITOR

David C. Cooper
Publisher

While discussing the upcoming International Manufacturing Technology Show
(IMTS) with Peter Eelman—vice president of exhibitions & communications at AMTThe Association for Manufacturing Technology, and this month’s Q&A subject—it
was fascinating to think of how technology has changed the whole tradeshow
experience. Those of you who’ve been attending them for a while remember a time
before laser card scans, real-time blogs, Internet TV, and 3D video presentations.
But what a remarkable difference it is making! Consider Kapp Technologies, which
will be presenting live audiovisual feeds from its facility in Colorado demonstrating
wet grinding techniques, in addition to the equipment it will have on display. That’s
just one example of how technology has opened up the tradeshow experience,
allowing exhibitors to provide visitors with more information than ever before, and
in a fascinating and highly accessible way. I’d like to thank Peter for his update on
this year’s event, and to encourage you to attend.
Speaking of technology, you are invited to visit our newly redesigned Web site—
see the press release in this issue—which has been enhanced in many ways,
including search results when perusing one of the largest free article archives in
the gear manufacturing industry. You will also find a special online presentation
of the technical article “CONIFLEX Plus Straight Bevel Gear Manufacturing” by Dr.
Hermann J. Stadtfeld of The Gleason Works that contains video demonstrations
and animated graphics. The article appears in the print version of the magazine as
well, but go online for a prime example of how we’re always working to shine the
brightest spotlight we possibly can on our contributor’s achievements. “Running
Gear Drive Repairs” by Wolfgang Gerhold of Klüber Lubrication describes an alternative to going offline to make repairs to large girth gear drives, and Donald Risko
of PEM Technologies has contributed ”Precision Electrolytic Machining,” a stressfree process that removes surface metal from atom by atom. All of these articles
contain important information on new developments that you need to know about
in an increasingly competitive manufacturing environment.
As for our columnists, Bill Crosher lists a number of inspection techniques,
how each is performed, and what they accomplish in this month’s “Tooth Tips”
column, and the issue of texting on the job—or dealing with any of the distractions made possible by today’s hand-held communication devices—is explored in
Terry McDonald’s “Site Safety” column. The AGMA reports on the upcoming Fall
Technical Meeting in its special update section, and those of you who are familiar
with Tifco Gage & Gear will be interested to learn that it has been renamed Delta
Gear, complementing its sister company Delta Research. You’ll learn about how
it’s all structured, and how much good sense it makes, in this issue’s company
profile.
Returning to the subject of IMTS, once you’ve read our Q&A with Peter Eelman
you’re sure to be as excited as we are about attending this year’s event. We have
also dedicated this and next month’s “Product Showcase” section to equipment
that will be on display in Chicago, and you’ll find sidebars appearing throughout
this issue to help you plan and enjoy your visit. Please make a point of stopping
by to see us at booth #N-7127. We’ll see you there!
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Trends, Data,
and Industry
Developments
National Coalition of Certification Centers Offers Training

of training alliances around the country.
From that beginning, the company started
the certification center effort in 2007 by
teaming with Gateway to create a diagnostics training and certification center.
Gateway and Oklahoma-based Francis
Tuttle Technology Center were early contributors to the certification center model.
The NC3 strategy is to encourage established “leadership” schools to work with
other schools and industrial partners in
their region to develop and implement
new certifications. The “train the trainer”
effort is designed to provide standardized
training and guidance to new institutions
as they come on board. Additionally,
the organization is designed to foster
improved communication and idea sharing
across the network at all levels from student to instructor to administrators. Learn
more at [www.nc3.net].

Gear Solutions Magazine
Launches Enhanced Web Site

The launch of the National Coalition of Certification Centers (NC3) represents a move forward for
public/private training partnerships, and the next step in technical training in the United States.
What started as collaboration between one manufacturer and a single technical college today
incorporates 25 advanced technical education centers, community colleges, and manufacturersponsored training programs.
NC3 was established to facilitate the development of partnerships between industry and educational institutions. In that capacity the organization provides comprehensive curriculum development and access to skill-standard certifications. The curriculum is developed collaboratively with
industry experts and educators; the certifications validate skill sets required to meet performance
standards. NC3 has a national office located at Gateway Technical College’s Horizon Center for
Transportation Technology in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
“NC3 was born of the need for advanced technical training in divergent industries ranging from
wind power and power generation to aerospace and transportation,” says Roger Tadajewski, executive director (far right in photo, along with Frederick Brookhouse, business development manager
at Snap-on Industrial at left and Bryan Albrecht, president of Gateway Technical College, center).
“Industries and manufacturers have been asking for this training on a piecemeal basis. Now
through NC3 we’re able to provide a growing library of curriculum offerings that are flexible and will
remain current.”
NC3 is the outgrowth of training efforts launched by Snap-on, Inc., dating back to the 1960s. The
company’s work in diagnostics, the study of electrical systems in vehicles, spurred development

With new technologies available to
enhance readers’ online experience,
Media Solutions, Inc. (MSI)—publisher of
Gear Solutions and Wind Systems—has
invested in a new Web site to complement Gear Solutions magazine that is
faster, cleaner, and more useful than ever
before. According to David C. Cooper, the
company’s president and CEO, it is meant
to spotlight the wealth of information the
magazine presents to its audience every
month of the year.
“The Gear Solutions Web site contains
one of the world’s largest free archives
of gear industry information, containing
everything we’ve published since the first
issue,” he says, “and we just made it
better by providing more entryways into
the site, enhancing its capabilities, and
creating a slick new format that’s easier
for visitors to navigate. We have also
improved our search engine capabilities
for quicker and more-accurate results.”
In addition to improvements in the
site’s structure and searchability, the new
platform also provides increased connectivity between advertisers and edito-

Companies wishing to submit materials for inclusion in Industry News or the Product Showcase should contact Editor Russ Willcutt at
editor@gearsolutions.com. Releases accompanied by color images will be given first consideration and are required for Product Showcase.
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rial contributors and those who are seeking
their equipment and services. Features of
the new digital format include bellybands, ad
jolts, tabs, ad generation, custom animation,
and analyticals for both advertisements and
articles to monitor message exposure and
impact. MSI has entered into agreements
with Nxtbook, Google, Constant Contact, and
others to help maximize all of the company’s

10
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online properties. According to Cooper, “With
more than 8,000 digital versions of Gear
Solutions going out each month it just makes
sense to add these features to increase
not only the quality of our products, but to
enhance connectivity between our advertisers,
writers, and our reading audience as well.”
Visit the new Gear Solutions Web site at
[www.gearsolutions.com], where you can also

view a special presentation of the Gleason
article “CONIFLEX Plus Straight Bevel Gear
Manufacturing” as an example of future
publishing developments being embraced by
MSI. Also sign up to receive Wind Systems
magazine at [www.windsystemsmag.com].

New Mitsubishi Technology at IMTS

MC Machinery Systems, Inc., will display several
product lines at IMTS. Mitsubishi backs its supply chain of complementary technologies with
industry-leading service and support. The FA20S
Advance wire EDM features an advanced M700
series control. The Windows-based system with
15-inch LCD touch screen display provides a
simple menu configuration allowing for easy
navigation. The machine has the world’s first
3D adaptive EDM control, which can analyze
3D data and recognize shape characteristics
virtually eliminating transition lines in stepped
workpiece areas.
Mitsubishi will also showcase its newest, large-capacity wire EDM, the BA24. The
machine was designed to accommodate a
variety of machining needs, from parts to dies,
at an attractive price point. The machine’s
new V350II power supply with anti-electrolysis
technology helps achieve the high performance
machining. Mitsubishi EDMs are automationready to enhance accuracy and productivity. The
EA12V Advance sinker EDM will be on display
with an automatic tool changer. The machine’s
space-saving footprint and multi-position work
tank allow operators to set up while circulating
the dielectric fluid. The E.S.P.E.R. II software
can easily create programs for measuring,
power settings for burning, and orbital paths
for finishing.
The EA8PV Advance sinker EDM features
the advanced M700 series control with 15-inch
LCD touch screen. The FP80V’s energy-saving
power supply reduces electrical consumption by 20 percent compared to the previous
FP model. The combination of the standard
granite table and NP2 circuit provides fine
satin surface finishing anywhere on the table
surface.
The HC-658 high-speed vertical machining
center provides a multi-purpose design unsurpassed for the high-speed machining of mold
steels and graphite electrodes. The one-piece
box style cast base and mono-block column
and crossbeam support provides excellence in
quality and rigidity. It will be showcased with
Mitsubishi robot automation. To see all of the
equipment on display visit booth #E-492. Also
call (630) 616-5920 or go online to [www.
mitsubishi-world.com].
continued on page 18 >
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Precision Spline Gage And
Master Gear Manufacturer
Evolves Into AS9100
And ISO9001 Registered
World-Class Gear Manufacturer
Delta Gear, formerly TIFCO Gage & Gear, manufactures precision gears,
shafts, splines, gages, master gears and gear box assemblies as well as
provides contract gear and CMM inspection. We are committed to maintaining
the highest standards of manufacturing quality and technological innovation
allowing us to provide you with the highest quality gears and assemblies at
very competitive prices.
Call today for more information about Delta Gear at 734-525-8000
or visit www.delta-gear.com. You can also email us at
sales@delta-gear.com for questions or RFQ’s.

www.delta-gear.com
1-734-525-8000 | 1-734-525-8400 Fax

Old-World Craftsman On The
Leading Edge Of Technology

REP GROUPS WANTED
FOR GAGES & MASTER GEARS

American
Gear Manufacturers
Association
Letter from the Vice President,
Technical Division

Early Bird
(must register by August 27):
$695 AGMA Member
$985 Nonmember

Regular
(after August 27):
$745 AGMA Member
$1,035 Nonmember

October 17-19
Registration

Registration Fees

AGMA’s 2010 Fall
Technical Meeting

Location

Advancing gear science is the foundation of the AGMA, and the technical
excellence in the industry is on display each year at AGMA’s Fall Technical
Meeting. This year the FTM will be held October 17-19 at the Hyatt Regency
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and I encourage you to join us. Each year the
FTM highlights the latest technical research in the industry from experts
from all over the world. In preparation for this FTM we received a record
number of abstracts, and the Technical Division Executive Committee and
others have worked diligently with the authors to select the best 18 papers
for presentation at the 2010 FTM. In only two and half days you will get to
learn, share ideas, and network with others on the design, analysis, manufacturing, and application of gears, gear drives, and related products, as
well as associated processes and procedures. This year’s FTM will have
four sessions, each different in scope: Manufacturing & Heat Treatment;
Load Capacity Analysis; Gear Design Considerations; and Gear Applications. A complete list of the papers that will be presented and a short description of each topic is presented on the following page.
Attending the FTM affords you with an intimate setting for learning and
networking. The conference is designed for attendees to take in all the presentations, and to take home practical information that may ultimately
affect your company’s bottom line. Additionally, the AGMA prides itself on
the opportunity offered during each FTM for participants to have ample
time to question the authors on the technical aspects of their papers and
research, which often leads to interesting and thought-provoking discussions. But the meeting is also designed to afford invaluable networking
time between sessions and in the evenings to interact with colleagues and
meet new experts in the industry.
While I hope you will take advantage of all the great papers during the
Fall Technical Meeting, we understand that you may not have two and a
half days to attend the event. For those of you who can only make it for
a few papers that you are particularly interested in, or only have a day
to spare from the office, you can register “a la carte” for the sessions, as
well. For more information on all of your registration options visit our Web
site, which is listed at right. For the first time we are offering early bird
discounts to everyone who registers by August 27th, so don’t miss out on
this opportunity.
Finally, while you are attending the Fall Technical Meeting I would encourage you to explore the Milwaukee area. The Hyatt Regency where the
FTM will be held has just completed a large renovation, but there are great
destinations such as the recently opened Harley Davidson Museum less
than a mile way. Plus the Milwaukee area hosts a number of great gear
companies that you may want to visit. The Fall Technical Meeting is your
best opportunity to learn the latest gear research from the best experts in
the industry, and I look forward to seeing you there!

www.agma.org
or call
(703) 684-0211

Milwaukee Hyatt Regency
333 West Kilbourn Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203
(414) 276-1234

Charles Fischer
AGMA Vice President, Technical Division
(703) 684-0211
fischer
JANUARY 2010@agma.org
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AGMA Fall Technical Meeting

The 2010 Fall Technical Meeting is a great opportunity for you to learn from the best experts in the industry. This year’s
meeting, to be held October 17-19, 2010 at the Hyatt Regency Milwaukee in Wisconsin will feature 18 papers during four
sessions. Visit www.agma.org to take advantage of early bird registration prices and for more information.
Session I: Manufacturing and Heat Treatment
Complete Machining of Gear Blank and Gear Teeth
Author: Dr.Ing. Claus Kobialka, Gleason-Pfauter
This paper will discuss the risks and benefits of multi-process
machines that are capable of turning, hobbing, drilling, milling,
chamfering and deburring of cylindrical gears.

Improving Heat Treating Flexibility for Wind Turbine
Gear Systems Through Carburizing, Quenching
and Material Handling Alternatives
Author: Wallace (Jack) Titus, AFC-Holcroft
This presentation will explain alternative methods for heat treating large components that allow part distortion to be minimized.

A Novel Approach to the Refurbishment
of Wind Turbine Gears
Authors: Mark Michaud and Gary J. Sroka, REM Surface Engineering, and Ronald E. Benson, REM Research Group
This presentation discusses chemically accelerated vibratory finishing, or isotropic superfinishing (ISF), as a low-cost option for refurbishing case carburized and nitrided gears.

Low Distortion Heat Treatment of
Transmission Components
Authors: Dr. Volker Heuer and Dr. Klaus Loeser, ALD, Donald R.
Faron, General Motors, and David Bolton, ALDTT,
This presentation will explain how the successful application of
LPC and HPGQ eliminated the need for subsequent machining
ring gears for a six-speed automatic transmission.

Session II: Load Capacity Analysis
Evaluation of Gear Bending Fatigue Life Under
Single and Bidirectional Loads
Authors: Joseph Chen and James Bishar, GM Powertrain
The authors propose a new approach, to use the averaged slope
and endurance limit from a series of S-N curve equations for
(fully or partially) bi-directional loading conditions.

Comparison of the AGMA and FEA Calculations of
Gears and Gearbox Components Applied in the Environment of the Small Gear Company

This presentation offers a comparison between AGMA and FEA
in strength and deflection calculations of spur gears and gearbox
components.

Finite Element Analysis of High Contact Ratio Gear
Authors: M. Rameshkumar, G.Venkatesan, and P. Sivakumar, Combat Vehicles Research and Development Establishment, DRDO
This paper deals with finite element analysis of high- and normalcontact ratio (NCR) gears with same module and center distance
and the comparison of bending and contact stress.

A New Statistical Model for Predicting Tooth Engagement and Load Sharing in Involute Splines
Authors: Janene Christensen, Carl D. Sorensen, and Kenneth W.
Chase, Brigham Young University
This report presents an extension of the new sequential engagement model, which more completely predicts the variations in the
engagement sequence for a set of spline assemblies.

Author: Vanyo Kirov, RotoMetrics

Calendar of Events

Whether you’re looking for technical education, networking opportunities, or a way for your voice to be heard in the standards process, the AGMA has
something to offer you. If you would like more information on any of the following events visit www.agma.org or send e-mail to events@agma.org.

WebEx

WebEx

Technical Division Executive Committee Meeting

Mill Gearing Committee
Meeting

August

10

5-6

Fine Pitch
Committee Meeting

Buffalo, NY
This committee continues work on the new revision for AGMA 910-C90 “Formats for Fine-Pitch
Gear Specification Data.” The committee will
also continue its work on AGMA 916-AXX “Face
Gears with Intersecting Perpendicular Axes.”

24
17

September

Energy Efficiency
Committee Meeting

WebEx

** Event open to AGMA members only. Not a member? Send e-mail to membership@agma.org.
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Calculation of Load Distribution in Planetary Gears
for an Effective Gear Design Process
Authors: Dr.Ing. Tobias Schulze, Dipl.Ing. Christian Hartmann
Gerlach, DriveConcepts GmBH, and Dr.Ing. Berthold Schlecht,
Technical University of Dresden
The calculation of gears—especially planetary gears—should include extended analysis of load distribution, flank pressure, root
stress, transmission error, and contact temperature.

Session III: Gear Design Considerations
Recommendation Reverse Engineering
Author: Charles D. Schultz, Beyta Engineering Service
This paper will describe a methodology for the reliable measurement, evaluation, re-design, and manufacture of replacement
parts for gearboxes and industrial machinery.

Evaluation of Methods for Calculating Effects of Tip
Relief on Transmission Error, Noise and Stress in
Loaded Spur Gears

An FZGC gearset was tested at load stage 9 and three pinion
teeth failed by PSO macropitting, and the authors show that the
root cause was GSC created by tiptoroot interference.

Helicopter gears with an asymmetric involute gear tooth form
were analyzed to determine their bending and contact stresses
relative to symmetric involute gear tooth designs.

Flank Load Carrying Capacity and Power
Loss Reduction by Minimised Lubrication

Driveline Analysis for Tooth Contact Optimization
of High Power Spiral Bevel Gears

Authors: Dr. Bernd-Robert Höhn, Dr. Klaus Michaelis, and Dr.
Hans-Philipp Otto
This presentation offers an advanced calculation algorithm for
pitting load carrying capacity calculation at high gear bulk temperatures.

Authors: Jesse Rontu, Gabor Szanti, and Eero Mäsä, ATA Gears
Ltd., Finland
A discussion of using calculation methods to predict the relative
displacements of gears under operating load and conditions.

Gear Design for Wind Turbine Gearboxes to Avoid
Tonal Noise According to ISO/IEC 61400-11
Author: Dipl-Ing. Jörg Litzba, Hansen Transmissions International N.V.
This presentation introduces the definition of tonal noise per ISO/
IEC 61400-11 and presents measurement results from test rigs
and from the field.

Authors: Dr. Mike Fish and D. Palmer, Dontyne Systems, Ltd.
This paper explains the theory behind transmission error and the
reasoning behind applying profile modifications through mapping
the surface profiles and deducing the load sharing.

Session IV: Gear Applications

PointSurfaceOrigin (PSO) Macropitting Caused by
Geometric Stress Concentration (GSC)

Authors: Frederick W. Brown, Scott R. Davidson, David B. Hanes,
and Dale J. Weires, The Boeing Company, and Alex Kapelevich,
AK Gears, LLC

Authors: R. Errichello, GEARTECH, C. Hewette, Afton Chemical
Corporation, and R. Eckert, Northwest Laboratories, Inc.

Chicago, IL
AGMA’s seminar will allow students to
examine various types of gear failure, such
as macropitting, micropitting, scuffing, tooth
wear and breakage. Possible causes of
these failures are presented along with some
suggested ways to avoid them.

Analysis and Testing of Gears with Asymmetric
Involute Tooth Form and Optimized Fillet Form for
Potential Application In Helicopter Main Drives

WebEx
The committee evaluates special
considerations required for helical and
herringbone gears used to drive cylindrical grinding mills, kilns, dryers and metal
rolling mills.

Gear Failure
Analysis Seminar

14-15
Helical Gear Rating
Committee Meeting

Chicago, IL
This committee determines
strength and durability rating of
spur and helical gears.

Authors: Louis Mignot, Loïc Bonnard, and Vincent Abousleiman, Hispano-Suiza
In epicyclic gear sets planet gears are supported by spherical roller bearings with the bearing outer race being integral
to the gear hub. This paper presents a new computational
methodology.

Self-Locking Gears: Design and
Potential Applications
Authors: Alex Kapelevich, AKGears, LLC, and Elias Taye, ET
Analytical Engineering, LLC
This paper describes the design approach, as well as potential
applications, of parallel axis self-locking gears.

AGMA EDUCATION EVENT
Concordville, PA
Gain a broad understanding of the methods used to manufacture and inspect gears, and much more. Take it one step
further, learning how the resultant information can be applied
and interpreted in the design process. It is critical that the
design engineer understand the manufacturing and inspection processes that will be employed so that the intent of the
design can be successfully translated into practice.

Mill Gearing
Committee Meeting

13-15

Analysis of Load Distribution in
Planet-Gear Bearings

Gear Manufacturing
and Inspection

22

28-30

21-22
Wormgearing
Committee Meeting

Chicago, IL
The scope of this committee covers all aspects of cylindrical
and globoidal wormgearing, including design, rating, application of enclosed drives and inspection.

Available Year-Round

Online
Workforce
Education

Gain basic gear training in three courses: Fundamentals of Gearing,
Gear Inspection, and Hobbing. Go to www.agma.org/events-training/
detail/online-workforce-education.
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AGMA Welcomes New Members
AGMA is happy to report that the association continues to grow and now has more than 475 companies in its membership
representing the industry in more than 30 countries. So far in 2010, 25 companies have joined. To find out more about these
companies visit their Web sites. To find out more about AGMA and how membership can help your company visit www.agma.
org or e-mail membership@agma.org.
Dearborn Precision Tubular Products
www.dearbornprecision.com
Founded in 1947 by Howard K. Dearborn,
Dearborn Precision has led the way in
deep hole drilling, machined tubular components, and precision tubing. One of the
company’s early accomplishments was to
develop deep-hole drilled components for
the first U.S. Navy nuclear submarine. This
groundbreaking work led to the development of machinery and processes that are
now applied to commercial nuclear, aircraft, and tubular parts.
GE Energy Engineering Div.
(Wind Energy)
www.ge.com
GE is one of the world’s leading wind turbine suppliers. With over 13,500 wind turbine installations worldwide comprising
more than 218 million operating hours and
127,000 GWh of energy produced, and wind
manufacturing and assembly facilities in
Germany, Norway, China, Canada, and the
United States, GE’s current products in-

clude wind turbines with rated capacities
ranging from 1.5 to 4.0 megawatts and
support services including development
assistance, operation, maintenance, and
more.
QC American, LLC
www.qcamerican.com
QC American, LLC offers CNC form and
generation gear grinders, CNC and manual OD grinders, and gear chamfering/deburring machines suitable for machining
high precision components. Industries
served include aerospace, automotive,
power transmission, wind power generation, power generation, and defense.
Supreme Industrial Works
www.gearsupreme.com
Supreme Industrial Works has been a part
of India’s industrial growth since 1950,
when the company was founded. The
group of companies includes Supreme
Industrial Works, Techno Gear Works Pvt.
Ltd, and Gear Enterprises Works, which is

AGMA Leadership
Board of Directors
Norbert Benik: VP of Industrial Sales, Ontario Drive & Gear LTD
Jim Bregi: President, Doppler Gear Company
Ivan Brems: CEO, Hansen Transmission International
Louis Ertel: President & CEO, Overton Gear & Tool Corp.
Richard Kuhr: Senior Application Engineer, ABA-PGT, Inc.
Bryan Lammers: Division Manager, Caterpillar, Inc.
Tom Marino: President & CEO, Gear Technology
Gordon New: Managing Director, Ronson Gears Pty., Ltd.
Jack Nowlin: President, C-B Gear & Machine, Inc.
Bob Phillips: Senior Vice President, Gleason Cutting Tools Corp.
Kyle Seymour: President & CEO, Xtek, Inc.
Dirk Wernecke: Global Manager, Pricing, The Timken Company

Contact the AGMA

500 Montgomery Street, Suite 350
Alexandria, VA 22314-1581
(703) 684-0211
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engaged in the manufacture of precision
gears. The product range covers all types
of gears such as spur, helical, straight
bevel, spiral bevel, worm wheel and
worm shaft, rack and pinion, and spline
shafts. From only four machines the company has grown to a full-fledged gear
manufacturing unit with 125 machine
tools and various inspection facilities.
Supreme Industrial Works is a supplier to
various end users of gears with a capacity to produce gears ranging from 10mm
to 3000mm in diameter.
Technology Market, CJSC
www.ec-gearing.com
Located in Tomsk, Russia, Technology
Market, CJSC is using EC (eccentrically
cycloidal) gearing , a new kind of toothed
engagement that can be used for the
manufacture of almost any type of gearboxes: cylindrical, planetary, bevel, EC
gearboxes, and also rack-type EC gears
for mechanisms with rectilinear motion.

Executive Committee

Chairman: Dave Ballard
Corporate Manager, SEW-Eurodrive, Inc.
Treasurer: Matt Mondek
President, Cotta Transmission Company, LLC
Chairman, BMEC: John Strickland
VP of Marketing and Strategic Planning, Fairfield
Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Chairman, TDEC: Dr. Phil Terry
Metallurgist, Lufkin Industries
Chairman Emeritus: Dennis Gimpert
President, Koepfer America, LLC

Staff

Joe T. Franklin, Jr., President
Charles Fischer, Vice President Technical Division
Jan Potter, Vice President Membership

General requests: webmaster@agma.org
Membership questions: membership@agma.org
Gear Expo information: gearexpo@agma.org
Technical/Standards information: tech@agma.org
AGMA Foundation: foundation@agma.org

Booth# N7036

< continued from page 10

Expanded Capabilities,
Promotions at Gear Technology

Gear Technology—a leading international precision gear manufacturer and
related services provider—has recently
announced the promotion of two seniorlevel managers. Joe Campa, formerly
quality assurance manager, has been
promoted to director of engineering. A
10-year veteran of the company, he was
previously employed with Boeing Space
and Communications Group as a procurement quality specialist and has held quality management positions with Kosmo
Gears and Newman Machine Works. In
his new position he will be responsible
for the company’s integrated engineering department. Jerry Flores has been
elevated from quality assurance representative to quality manager. His new management responsibilities will include the
implementation and maintenance of the
company’s ISO9001:2008/AS9100 AMS
quality standards, inspection, employee
training, safety, internal and external
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audits, performance monitoring, and lean
manufacturing.
“We are pleased to recognize the dedication and performance of these two longterm employees who have demonstrated
their commitment to the company’s business goals and customer service value
standards,” according to Tom Marino,
president. “Our integrated manufacturing processes, including sophisticated
job tracking systems, ensures products
are produced with careful attention to
the most intricate engineering detail and
product specifications. The company also
offers gear blanking, engineering consultation, and sophisticated inventory management services.”
The company has also acquired a
new Zeiss Prismo Navigator Coordinate
Measuring Machine; the most advanced
measurement technology available that
provides highly accurate, complete, and
precise gear measuring and analysis.
“It’s a versatile system that can handle
a large range of gear configurations,

including spiral bevel gears, Gleason
bevel straights, internal and external spur
gears, worm gears, helical gears, and
internal and external splines up to 25.50
inches in diameter,” Flores explains.
In addition to the Prismo Navigator CMM,
Gear Technology has purchased a new
Fellows CNC Gear Shaper to break into
the green energy market. “This advanced
gear shaper will allow us to cut gears up to
20 inches in diameter so we can expand
our customer base with companies in the
clean and wind energy industries,” says
Tom Cruse, director of operations. “We will
now be able to fabricate larger gears, and
full gearbox designs and assemblies.”
The company has been manufacturing
quality precision gears for some of the
world’s largest and most widely recognized aerospace, military, and commercial
manufacturers since 1986. Today the
company occupies over 16,320 square
feet of modern manufacturing space with
state-of-the-art, computer-controlled equipment. Contact Marino at (909) 476-0343
or tmarino@gear-tech.com. Visit online at
www.gear-tech.com.

siteSAFETY
terryMcDONALD
Member of the ANSI Subcommittee on Gear Safety

The devices most of us carry in our pockets
are handy, but they can create dangerous
distractions in the workplace.
Like me, maybe you’ve been driving down the interstate and have noticed a
car ahead of you weaving in and out of traffic in a suspicious way, only to pull
up alongside and see the driver texting instead of paying attention to the road.
Many cities and states are considering banning this practice—if they haven’t
already—which puts me in mind of how dangerous this type of distraction can
be in the workplace, as well.
It’s hard to deny how convenient and entertaining all the devices we now
have available to us can be, but due to human nature you just can’t count on
people to use them in the right way, at the right time, and in the right place.
And while talking on a cell phone can be a nuisance, it pales in comparison to
texting, which people think they can get away with since it’s quiet and therefore easier to hide what you’re doing. To me, that’s one of the most dangerous
things about it. As frightening as it is to think about a truck driver texting while
barreling along the highway at top speed, what about one of our employees
doing the same thing while they are operating a huge piece of equipment?
Just as various government organizations are considering banning this practice, maybe it’s time for industrial safety professionals to think about how the
issue should be handled as well. Including a statement to that effect in your
safety manual would be a good start, as would posting signage on the shop
floor making the policy of “no texting at work” clear. And that should probably include making or taking cell phone calls, checking e-mail, or surfing the
Internet on a handheld device while on the job. The problem there, of course,
is the same one you’ll encounter on the road: people know better, but they do
it anyway.
Maybe you can relate. There may have been a time or two when someone
sent you a text or a photo while you were driving and you didn’t see the harm
in taking a look, or perhaps in typing in a quick response—you know better,
but you do it anyway. That in itself may be a good way to broach the subject. Call your people together to discuss the issue, and admit that you’re
as tempted as anyone to turn your attention to that little gadget whenever
it alerts you to an incoming message, and that’s fine when you’re not doing
something that affects other people. But when you’re at work you have a
responsibility to everyone around you to stay focused on the job at hand for
reasons of productivity, and especially of safety. We all develop friendships in
the workplace, and none of us wants to be responsible for creating hardships

About the author:

Terry McDonald is partner and manager of Repair Parts, Inc., and a member and
past–chairman of the ANSI B11.11 Subcommittee on Safety Requirements for
Construction, Care, and Use of Gear Cutting Equipment. Contact him at (815)
968–4499, rpi@repair–parts–inc.com, or [www.repair–parts–inc.com].
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for others, especially if our actions could lead to
someone else being injured. Sure, avoiding unsafe
practices is part of any safety professional’s job,
but nobody likes being told what to do. If you can
apply reason, however, you might be able to get
more people onboard.
There is a lot to be said for what these mobile
devices have added to our lives, and even to our
jobs. We can be more productive by being available
no matter where we are, and whether that’s via
phone call, e-mail, or text. You might be waiting on
news regarding a sick relative from a member of
your family, or information regarding an important
contract from one of your clients, but that’s not

“We all develop
friendships in the
workplace, and none
of us wants to be
responsible for creating
hardships for others,
especially if our actions
could lead to someone
else being injured.”
always the case, as we all know. How many times
have you overheard someone else’s cell phone
conversation—which is pretty hard to avoid at
times—only to realize that they’re not talking about
much at all, just checking in? And since that’s the
case so often, there’s really no way to justify such
a call or text message in the middle of a work shift
with machines pounding and blades spinning. And
while it may seem like common sense for a person to avoid such a scenario, everyone needs a
reminder not to make such mistakes from time to
time. We all have a responsibility to make sure our
actions don’t impact others in a negative way, but
sometimes a little more is required to make sure
that doesn’t happen. And even though there’s not
much you can do when you encounter that driver
who’s more interested in gazing into a tiny screen
than operating their vehicle safely, you can do
something about the actions of the employees who
are in your charge. And you should.

Who Says You Can’t Count Your
Chickens Before They’re Hatched?
Forest City Gear works with customers to create the highest quality, precision gears
on the market. We pride ourselves on innovative approaches to new and old ideas of
mechanical motion. Our application engineers have often found ways to improve the
performance, the wear life and the accuracy of gears, simply by taking a “rule the roost”
attitude about problem-solving for our worldwide customers.
Some of those customers actually include other gear companies, who look to us
for assistance on the toughest shaping, hobbing and finishing tasks. We’ve had
“dozens” of such success stories over the years and it’s one of the many reasons
for our reputation as “mother hen” to the American gear industry. It’s a job we take
quite seriously.
We know “you need to crack some eggs to make the omelet” and we incorporate that
philosophy into our business, every day. Better gears are the result. Plus, you’ll find
the experience of dealing with our Forest City Gear employees is never a “shell game.”
Please contact Fred Young today for all the details. To get a good look at
one gear company that’s always “hatching” new and better ideas, go to
www.forestcitygear.com.

11715 Main Street, Roscoe, IL 61073 866-623-2168

TOOTHTIPS
williamCrosher

Author, engineer, and former director of the
National Conference on Power Transmission

There are a wide variety of inspection techniques
available depending on what you’re checking, and
what you’re checking for. Read on to learn more.
Chemical etch inspection is a standardized procedure for the detection and
classification of localized overheating on ground surfaces. Damage may commence with
the partial changing of beneficial compressive stresses at and below 500º C. When
temperatures increase to nearly 600º C, B-class thermal damage (re-tempering burns)
occurs. This has the effect of reducing the surface hardness and the onset of material
stresses. When the temperatures rise above 720º C re-hardening burns with hard and
brittle material appear, known as D-class thermal damage.
Prior to the issuing of standards there was a wide variation in the solution strengths
and the time taken for the chemical etch inspection. This inspection method is more
sensitive to hardness changes than most other hardness testing methods. The ISO
standard applies to hardnesses higher than 40HRC, but does not apply to stainless steels
or nitrided parts. The AGMA standard 2007-B92 is called “Surface Temper Etching after
Grinding.” There is also another popular specification ML-STD-867A.
Before inspection all surfaces have to be cleaned to ensure that they are free of all dirt,
grease, and oil. When inspected the appearance indicates the part’s condition. Localized
tempered areas appear as dark gray or black, and the severity of the temper burns
increase as the color darkens. Those parts that are considered problematic are usually
subjected to a further magnetic particle inspection.
Crack Inspection: “Direct” and “indirect” methods are used for crack detection. The
direct methods include visual, penetrant, magnetic particle, and x-ray. The indirect uses
ultrasonic eddy current and acoustic emission. The visual is self explanatory, using the
naked eye, magnifying glass, or microscope, etc.
Liquid Penetrant: This nondestructive method is used to find imperfections in the
surface of a casting. The colored liquid covers the surface of the casting and penetrates
any cavities. When the excess is cleaned, the presence and location of any discontinuities
can be observed. The penetrant usually has an added bright-looking die or a liquid that
can be observed under ultraviolet light in its mix. To be acceptable the test requires trained
personnel, and the part must be chemically cleaned. The dyed fine thin oil must remain on
the surface for approximately 15 minutes. The test is simple, but it only detects surface
defects. The process is wasteful of the dye and may require tanks, spraying, and drying
equipment.
Magnetic Particle: This nondestructive test is designed to locate surface and nearsurface flaws in ferrous magnetic materials. It is a very sensitive method of locating
shallow surface cracks and those just beneath the surface. The basic requirement is that

About the author:

William P. Crosher is former director of the National Conference on Power
Transmission, as well as former chairman of the AGMA’s Marketing Council and
Enclosed Drive Committee. He was resident engineer-North America for Thyssen
Gear Works, and later at Flender Graffenstaden. He is author of the book Design
and Application of the Worm Gear.
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the part must be properly magnetized so that the cracks
attract the finely divided magnetic particles. The particles
will align themselves on the surface in the direction of
the defect. The test is not failsafe and must be carefully
performed.
Ultrasonic: Ultrasonic determines the internal soundness
and cleanliness of gearing by passing sound (ultrasound)
through the gear. The returning sound waves are monitored
and converted into voltage that can be monitored on an
oscilloscope screen. The wave is reflected at the crack
and its ends. This method detects distant internal and
surface defects in sound conducting materials. One of the
chief functions of acoustic micro-imaging is locating and
analyzing very fine internal cracks. Recent developments
allow the detection of crack widths in a range from 0.01
to 0.10 microns. Forgings for high power and high speed
are susceptible to cracks and should be ultrasonic tested
in seven positions to ensure against catastrophic failure.
The detectors are fully solid state and can be battery
powered and automated. The eddy current method besides
determining cracks can measure conductivity, hardness,
permeability, and coating thicknesses.

“When using chemical etch
inspection the appearance
indicates the part’s condition,
with localized tempered areas
appearing as dark gray or
black, and the severity of the
temper burns increase as the
color darkens.”
NDT Process: Wayne State University has developed
the NDT process to detect closed cracks. A test station is
used in gear manufacturing to supplement or even replace
other crack inspection methods. The station directs a
high frequency sound to create a vibration in the part. The
two sides of a crack will also vibrate, but not in unison.
An infrared camera then detects the heat generated by
the crack. The method detects cracks regardless of their
orientation, vertical cracks being notoriously difficult to pin
point by other methods.
Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy: Is the
current analytical technique used for plastic materials.
By measuring molecular vibrations the material being
inspected can identify the resins, contaminants, chemical
agents, and molecular degradation. Three other supporting
analyses are Thermogravimetric (TGA), Thermomechanical
(TMA), and Dynamic Mechanical (DMA).

COMPANY
PROF ILE
Delta Gear, Inc.
By Russ Willcutt

Recent streamlining, capital
investments, and expanded
capabilities have this company
poised for continued success.
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First, the backstory: Founded in 1952, the Delta Research
Corp. manufactures gear components, gearboxes, and prototype transmissions. One of its vendors for cutting gear
teeth was Tifco Gage & Gear. Interested in bringing that process in-house, Delta Research’s president Robert Sakuta
purchased Tifco in 2004. This year he renamed the company Delta Gear, with Tifco remaining as a division within
the company that produces master gears and gages. The
point of all this?
“Identity and efficiency,” according to Tony Werschky,
sales manager and a co-partner in the company. “We wanted to make sure we were communicating to our customers
that this is primarily a gear-manufacturing facility, although
we’re still committed to manufacturing high-quality gages
and masters. We liked the symmetry of having Delta Gear
in addition to Delta Research, especially since that reflects
the close relationship between the two companies. Delta
Research handles machining, grinding, and assembly of the
gearbox housings while Delta Gear has the precision gearing
capabilities.”
In addition to this consolidation and streamlining Delta
Gear is also experiencing considerable growth, with a new
72,000 square-foot facility soon to be completed. “We purchased a building that formerly housed the local newspaper,
which we gutted and redesigned,” Werschky says. “Once it’s
open it will be a state of the art facility for our four main
focus areas, which are aerospace, automotive prototyping,
industrial applications, and defense contracts.”
At the tail end of an economic downturn, it’s reasonable
to wonder how this enterprise has weathered hard times so
well. One reason has to do with the quality of Delta Gear’s
products, but it’s also because of the problem-solving skills
it provides to its customers. As an example, it was recently
contacted by a manufacturer of deepwater drilling equipment
that wasn’t satisfied with the gears being supplied by its
previous vendor. “Not only were they delighted by the quality
and precision of the gear components we manufactured for
them, we also helped them to identify a new heat-treating
source that we knew would meet their requirements,” Werschky says. “So from the very beginning we stepped in and
began solving their problems, which they clearly appreciate
very much. And that’s just one example of where we really
take the game to the next level.”
While most of Delta Gear and Delta Research’s customers are found in the United States, it also ships to countries
such as South Korea, Australia, China, Canada, Mexico, and
throughout Europe. Wherever the client is found, however,
they can expect the same attention to detail. Proof is found
in both company’s ISO:9001 and AS:9100 aerospace registrations—critical in the gearboxes, geared components,
collets, splines, shafts, and clutches it manufactures for
that industry—and also by the ISO/IEC:17025-accredited

To learn more:

inspection laboratory that will be located in the new facility, which will
only be the second of that caliber in
the United States.
“We’ll use the lab to check the
parts we manufacture, of course, but
we also plan to offer it as an independent inspection service for anyone who needs it,” Werschky says.
“That’s just another example of the
value-added services we provide.”
As is the case with any successful company, Delta Gear and Delta
Research are constantly exploring
new markets to enter, and they are
already heavily involved in the automotive industry’s thrust toward developing transmissions for electric
vehicles. “We went to the auto show
in Detroit some years ago,” Sakuta
recalls, “and we were gratified to
find that we had manufactured all
of the hybrid transmissions the Big
Three automakers had on display.
That really let us know that we’re on
the right track, and we’re now making prototypes for parts used in electric and hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles
not only for companies in the U.S.,
but for others found in Europe and
Southeast Asia as well.”
Werschky says that Sakuta’s foresight and leadership is a major reason why the company has fared so
well of late, and has such a bright
future ahead. “Bob really sets the
pace for all of us with his drive and
personal integrity,” he says. “He
never asks anyone to work harder
than he’s willing to himself, and he
encourages all of us to always be
thinking on our feet and coming up
with ways of making ourselves indispensable to our customers. He is
dedicated to quality and innovation,
and that’s really what’s at the core
of our philosophy regarding how we
conduct ourselves and how we do
business. We’ve developed a reputation as a go-to supplier over the
years, and that’s something we take
very seriously.”

To contact Delta Gear call (734) 525-8000, e-mail sales@delta-gear.com, or visit [www.delta-gear.com].
For more on Delta Research call (734) 261-6400, e-mail sales@delrecorp.com, or go to [www.delrecorp.com].

Running Gear
Drive Repairs

Not long ago, the only way to make repairs to large girth
gear drives involved costly mechanical procedures and
the dreaded downtime. Klüber has a better idea.
By Wolfgang Gerhold

W

When it comes to repairing the tooth flanks

processing, short girth gear drive downtimes

of large girth gear drives, repair lubrica-

for control and documentation purposes dur-

tion provides a number of advantages over

ing the repair lubrication process are all but

mechanical processing. Even the operation

negligible.

of seriously damaged gear drives can be
improved through repair lubrication so that

Principle and Effect

replacement can often be postponed for sev-

Repair lubricants wear off material. They con-

eral years. Further advantages are life span

tain specially developed compounds that are

extension of girth gear drive components,

highly active and effective. These compounds

and the ability to repair the girth gear drives

subject metallic surfaces to mechanical,

in operation. To the operator this means that

chemical and corrosive wear. Thus a small

the girth gear drive can remain in operation

amount of lubricant can remove just the right

and production can continue. No costs for

amount of flank material—corresponding to

gear outage arise. As the procedure is com-

the customer’s repair needs and technical

plex, it is recommended to consult experts

feasibility—in a short period of time.

before undertaking it.

The material is worn off evenly at the

Not long ago tooth flank damage in large

contact points. The ability to repair through

girth gear drives was repaired exclusively by

material removal is limited by the thickness

applying mechanical treatments and costly

of the hardened tooth flank surface layer [1].

repair procedures. High tooth flank qualities

There is only minor influence on the hard-

could not be obtained as demands regarding

ened surface layer itself. Surface wear and

the life span and operation of a girth gear

hence damage repair can be controlled by

drive prevailed. In turn, costs arising through

the amount, application duration and reac-

the loss of production and through the

tion time of the lubricant in each application

human resources needed to repair the dam-

cycle, and by the repair time as a whole. By

age caused were very high. Nowadays, repair

applying controlled wear, the tooth flank pro-

lubricants are widely used to repair tooth

file is evened across the entire tooth width

flank damage. Repair lubricants make it pos-

and height so that it matches its mating

sible to restore damaged tooth flank surfaces

gear.

in a way that the gear can remain in use with

Scuffing, scratches and scoring are very

improved operating performance. Moreover,

easy to repair with this technique. Plastic

repair lubrication prevents renewed breakage

material deformation can be repaired up to a

of restored surfaces and new tooth damage.

certain extent.

The decisive advantage of repair lubrica-

When pittings are encountered, the prog-

tion over mechanical processing is that the

ress of damage and the formation of new

girth gear drive remains fully operable and

pitting are prevented by eroding material at

that high loads even increase the success of

the overloaded flank parts, which leads to a

repair lubrication. Compared to several days

more even load distribution over the tooth

of standstill, as in the case of mechanical

flanks and hence a reduction of specific

tooth flank peak loads and a higher rolling endurance.
In mill drives, successful repair lubrication can be
achieved in a relatively short time. Compared to kiln drives,
the speed of rotation is higher and thus tooth contacts are
more frequent. The repair procedure is also accelerated by
higher sliding speeds. Depending on the damage, repair
lubrication takes one to two working days for mill drives.
Kiln drives require higher amounts of repair lubricants due
to lower rotation and less frequent tooth contacts. In this
case, the process of repair lubrication takes about two to
three working days.

Limitations of Repair
Lubrication
Fig. 1: Repair lubricants keep girth gear drives operating

Repair by controlled wear is limited by the degree and type
of damage. Depending on the drive’s base material, removal
of a few hundredths to several tenths of millimeters can be
achieved. Generally, “only” a few hundredths millimeters
are removed, but this can lead to significant operational
improvement.
It is not recommended to use repair lubrication for the
repair of burrs at the tip and the side of the teeth, material

Fig. 2: Smoothing flanks during damage repair.
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Fig. 3: Applying the repair
lubricant using manual
spray equipment.

elevation, wear steps at the tooth root, sharp edges and
deep pitting. These types of damage have to be repaired
mechanically by milling (end-milling cutter, spherical cutter)

or grinding (cutting-off wheel for material steps or abrasive buffs
for flank treatment).

Operator InvolvemeNTt
To start with, please note: during the warranty period of a large
gear drive, the manufacturer’s and the operator’s permission
must be obtained prior to repair lubrication.

PARKER-SWISS
Gear Cutting Tools
and Master Gears

Carbide and
High Speed Steel

For the preparation of repair lubrication, it is vital to identify
the causes of the damage and to eliminate them. Depending
on the type and degree of the tooth flank damage, mechanical
treatment (grinding, milling) might be required prior to repair
lubrication.

“The decisive advantage of repair
lubrication is that the girth gear drive
remains fully operable and that high
loads even increase the success
of repair lubrication.”
To document the condition of the tooth flanks and the contact
ratio unambiguously before and after repair lubrication, photographs are taken and silicone impressions of some representative tooth flanks are made. It is important to always document

1650 Sycamore Avenue | Bohemia, NY 11716
T: 631-567-1000 | F: 631-567-1355 | W: parkerind.com
TOLL FREE 1-877-567-GAGE

the changes of the same tooth flanks. In doing so, the operator
obtains an illustration of the actual condition of the flanks and
how it has changed.
Repair lubrication is effected under operating conditions, thus
permanent operation is normally ensured, although short interruptions needed for inspection by the service engineer have

Need affordable spur or helical
Master Gears and Calibration
Artifacts that last?

to be allowed for. Despite the damage, a contact ratio of 60
percent or more should be achieved prior to the repair lubrication process because otherwise the gear drive will have to be
readjusted.

Fig. 4: Damage
repair through the
use of repair lubrication. The effect is
clearly visible in the
lower image.

Send us your inquiries today! We offer
complete design, production, and calibration
services for precision ground formed master
gears produced from today’s most advanced
materials and a wide selection of highly wear
resistant tool and gage surface coatings for
longer tool life too! And ALL of our master
gears are delivered complete with calibration
certificates traceable to N.I.S.T., PTB, and/
or UKAS and in compliance with the ISO
17025 accreditation service.

Call 1-877-567-GAGE (4243)
or email: sales@parkerind.com

august 2010
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Hotel Accomodations

Before booking a room remember that
American Airlines [www.aa.com] and
American Eagle are offering a 5-percent
discount to passengers traveling to IMTS.
Remember to provide them with promotion
code 4890AF. Once you’re in Chicago, here’s
a selection of hotels to choose from.
The Allerton Hotel
701 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 440-1500
www.theallertonhotel.com

The Benefits of
Repair Lubrication
No costs arising from
production downtimes as
repair lubrication is effected during operation

Excellent results
within a very
short time frame

Improved operation
even if tooth flanks
are severely damaged

Prevention of
new flank
damage

Extended life span
of girth gear drive
components

Replacements
can often be
postponed

Amalfi Hotel Chicago
20 W. Kinzie St.
(312) 395-9000
www.amalfihotelchicago.com
The Avenue Hotel Chicago
(formerly the Radisson Hotel and Suites)
160 E. Huron St.
(312) 265-3410
www.avenuehotelchicago.com
Chicago Marriott Downtown Magnificent Mile
540 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 836-0100
www.chicagomarriottdowntown.com
Congress Plaza Hotel
520 S. Michigan Ave.
(312) 427-3800
www.congressplazahotel.com
Conrad Chicago Hotel
521 N. Rush St.
(312) 645-1500
www.conradhotels1.hilton.com
Crowne Plaza Chicago Metro
733 W. Madison St.
(312) 829-5000
www.crowneplaza.com
Embassy Suites Chicago Downtown
600 N. State St.
(312) 943-3800
www.embassysuiteschicago.com
Essex Inn
800 S. Michigan Ave.
(312) 939-2800
www.essexinn.com
Hilton Chicago
720 S. Michigan Ave.
(212) 925-6990
www.chicagohilton.com
Hotel 71
71 E. Wacker Dr.
(312) 346-7100
www.hotel71.com
Hotel Monaco
225 N. Wabash Ave.
(312) 960-8500
www.monaco-chicago.com
Hyatt Regency Chicago
151 E. Wacker Dr.
(312) 565.1234
www.chicagoregency.hyatt.com
Inn of Chicago Magnificent Mile
162 E. Ohio St.
(312) 573-3103
www.innofchicago.com
Omni Chicago Hotel
676 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 944-6664
www.omnihotels.com/chicago
Renaissance Chicago Hotel
1 W. Wacker Dr.
(312) 372-7200
www.renaissancehotels.com
Swissotel Chicago
323 E. Wacker Dr.
(312) 565-0565
www.swissotelchicago.com

While the lubrication system runs on “continuous operation” with a running-in lubricant,
the repair lubricant is applied by the use of a manual spray equipment (e.g. Klübermatic LB)
which is connected to a pneumatic system.
The manual spray equipment is used to apply the repair lubricant in larger quantities to
the bearing pinion flanks and the gear rim so that the lubricant is distributed evenly over
the tooth flanks. The process of material removal begins.
Afterwards, the repair lubricant is applied in smaller quantities to correct elevations and
edges on the tooth flank profile.

Measuring Success
There are the following means to measure the effectiveness of repair lubrication:
• Visual inspection of rotating girth gear drive by means of a stroboscope (applies to mill
drives only);
• Measuring the temperature distribution across the tooth’s width and around the circumference by means of an infrared thermometer;
• Measuring vibrations at the pinion bearings (applies to mill drives only);
• Taking photographs of the tooth flanks under stroboscope light in regular intervals
All measured values enter the statistics. If necessary, low lubricant quantities will be
used for fine tuning in spots where slight material elevations still occur on the flanks. These
spots are light, bright metal areas that experts can easily make out. If there are no such

areas, the repair lubricant will be sprayed
evenly across the entire flank.
Repair lubrication is completed when the
temperature curve is even across the entire
tooth flank’s width and around its circumference. This means that the estimated
contact ratio is above 80 per cent, that

about The author:
Dipl.-Ing. Wolfgang Gerhold is industry group manager at Klüber Lubrication
München KG. North American headquarters can be reached at (800) 4472238 or info@us.kluber.com. Go online to [www.kluber.com].

surface roughness, minor scuffing damage, scoring, scratches and minor plastic
deformations have been smoothed and that
there are no more significant vibrations.
On the termination of the repair process
it is recommended to use running-in lubricants for a short while, as these help to
smooth minor roughness caused by the
repair process.

Conclusion
Due to the complexity of the repair process, and to avoid unintended damage,
repair lubrication should only be carried out
by a trained and experienced application
engineer. Nevertheless, if implemented correctly, repair lubrication is a very interesting
alternative to mechanical treatment. When
it comes to repair issues, repair lubrication
should always be the first choice.
Operators of large girth gear drives can
avoid costly production downtimes as the
repairing process can be implemented in
full operation. In addition, the repair lubricant on tooth flank surfaces improves the
girth gear’s operational performance and
prevents new flank damage. Replacements
can often be postponed for years.

Reference:
1) For case-hardened materials with a
hardening depth (Rht) of approx. 2 mm,
as well as for surface-hardened materials
(Rht up to 10 mm attained with induction
hardening and approx. 2 to 4 mm attained
with flame hardening), repair lubrication
is a highly suitable technique. For nitridehardened materials, whose nitriding depth
(white layer + diffusion layer) is approx.
1.5 mm, repair lubrication with its special
compounds is not suitable since it would
also remove the extremely thin (5 to 30
µm) white layer, which shows the greatest
hardness.
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Precision

Electrolytic

Machining
By Donald G. Risko

PEM Technologies
presents precision
electrolytic machining, a
stress-free process that
removes metal from the
surface atom by atom.

E

Engineers and manufacturers looking

This innovative machining concept

to create gears with high tolerance,

advances a cathode (tool) into an

precision, and a smooth surface fin-

anode (workpiece), pulses the metal

ish have a new technology to consid-

removal current while in close proxim-

er: Precision Electrolytic Machining

ity (typically 10 to 20 micron gap),

(PEM). This niche process is now

then retracts. As electrons cross the

being launched in the United States,

gap during the pulse, material on the

affording companies the ability to

workpiece is dissolved as the tool

address a variety of manufacturing

forms the desired shape. Pressurized

efficiencies in specific areas.

electrolyte is injected at a set tem-

For many years electrochemical

perature while the gap between tool

machining has been used in automo-

and workpiece is open to flush away

tive, aerospace, and medical manu-

the metal hydroxide formed in the

facturing for machining components

process. Precise shapes such as

to tolerances of a few thousands

gear teeth with excellent surface

of an inch. Electrolytic machining is

finish can be created with the PEM

based on the Faraday principle of

process. For example, four gears—

electrolysis. This machining process

like the stainless steel gear in fig.

is often characterized as “reverse

1—can be machined simultaneous-

electroplating” in that it removes

ly to final form and surface finish.

material instead of adding it. Metal

Typical machining rates are .04 to

removal is achieved by electrolytic

.05 inch per minute.

dissolution of a metal surface con-

cell. The cathode (tool) determines

One Machine,
Multiple Gear
Teeth

where material is removed from the

With PEM it is possible to manufac-

anode (workpiece) by proximity of the

ture OD, ID, and linear gear teeth

tool to the workpiece.

machined on the same machine with

nected to the negative polarity of a
DC power source in an electrolytic

The anode metal dissolves elec-

a simple change of tooling. The PEM

trolytically, and its rate of dissolution

process uses pre-machined elec-

depends only upon the atomic weight

trodes to machine gear teeth. These

and the ionic charge, the current that

electrodes are not consumed in the

is passed, and the time for which the

machining process; therefore a long

current passes, which is Faraday’s

tool life is characteristic of the PEM

Law. The dissolution rate is not influ-

process. A unique example is shown

enced by the hardness or other char-

in fig. 2. A thin plate electrode made

acteristics of the metal. Since only a

via EDM was used to machine an ID

small amount of hydrogen is evolved

gear. A thin section was cut from the

at the cathode, the shape of the

ID gear and subsequently used as

electrode remains unaltered during

an electrode to PEM machine an OD

the electrolysis. Therefore, material

gear. Internal machining capability of

removal is principally determined by

the PEM process is another charac-

current and time.

teristic that can be used to reliably

The PEM process is an advance-

create features that are either diffi-

ment of electrochemical machin-

cult or impossible to create with con-

ing that incorporates pulse power

ventional machining methods. Since

and an oscillating cathode tool that

the PEM process machines with-

can machine even hard metals to

out mechanical forces and produces

less than a thousandth of an inch.

excellent surface finish, stress free

features that do not exhibit micro cracks or met-

The part fixture slides the housing over each

allurgical defects are produced efficiently and

electrode to the machining position, and 24

reliably. An example of internal machining is a

dual cathodes machine 48 parts simultane-

Excellent Surface
Finish and No Burrs

diesel fuel injection component that requires an

ously. Linear features, such as those of the

Since the PEM process is a stress-free

oval cavity in the sidewall of the fuel feed bore.

linear bearing (see fig. 4), are PEM machined

metal removal process that removes metal

The sectioned housing shows the internal

in components up to a meter in length. In

from the surface atom by atom, there is no

feature created and the PEM electrode in the

this case both large and small features are

possibility of forming burrs or mechanical

machining position. In fig. 3 a dual PEM elec-

machined in the linear bearing to precise

deformation at the edges. High quality gears

trode used to machine two housings is shown.

tolerance.

can be machined without the concern for
burrs being introduced into the final product.
Gears for precision meters are machined
burr-free, six at a time, in a standard PEMTec

Booth# N7646

machine. Although surface finish is material
dependent, many materials are machined to
very smooth finishes, with some as good as
1-4 in Ra.

PEM is Full Form
Machining
PEM machining is a full form precision machining process that removes material as an area
machining process. Therefore, machining usually starts with a solid blank or a preform of
the component geometry. The electrode used
to machine the turbine wheels is also shown
in the figure. The electrode is a negative of the
turbine wheel geometry less the machining
gap for electrolyte. Eight turbine wheels are
machined in one 45-minute machining cycle.
Punch dies are another example of an
application of the PEM machining process
Hardened punch blanks can be machined to
final form and surface finish for a variety of
shapes.

A Story of Innovation
For more than a decade PEM Technologies has
been recognized in Europe for the extreme precision, easy handling, and flexible applications

Fig. 1: A stainless steel gear.
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of its machinery in the manufacturing process.

However, the company will operate under the

The company invested in the R&D necessary

name PEM Technologies in the United States.

to advance the concepts originally proposed by

PEM Technologies is an engineering company

scientists. Once the process had been mas-

whose entire focus is on developing and manu-

tered, PEMTec worked to establish a customer

facturing machinery for precision electrochemi-

base and product acceptance in Europe before

cal machining used in metalworking.

expanding globally.
The company is headquartered in Forbach,
France, and is known as PEMTec in Europe.

From its inception in 1995 the company has

Fig. 2: A thin-plate electrode was
used to machine an ID gear.

PEM Machining
Center/IMTS
To be unveiled at IMTS booth #E-4428,
the PEM Machining Center consists of
four major components.
•P
 EMMACHINE: Precision electrolytic machine for the manufacturing
of precise, full-form features in
almost any metallic material. The
process is specifically applicable
for tempered steel and alloys that
are difficult to machine by conventional methods. This robust processing machine is constructed out
of granite and stainless steel and
tolerances are held within micrometers.
•P
 EMPOWER: Pulse power source
provides machining power that is
synchronized with the oscillating
head of the machine. This modular
and dynamic direct current source
delivers precision pulse power.
•P
 EMAQUA: Used for electrolyte
processing and as a supply unit for
the PEM Machine. The environmentally friendly automated electrolyte
system provides micro-filtering with
variable flow rate, and controlled
pH, conductivity, and temperature
control.
•P
 EMCONTROL: Precision control
with the decentralized distributed
intelligence to control the process
and to regulate and monitor relevant PEM machining center functions. The PC-based system with
touch screen interface provides for
ease of operator input and graphical status display.
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Fig. 3: A dual PEM electrode used to machine
two housings.

Fig. 4: PM-machined linear bearing features.

specialized in precision electro-chemical machinery. Electro-Chemical

machines process serial parts in a wide variety of sectors such as

Machining (ECM) is a process in which metal is machined through the

the automobile industry, medical technology, aviation, and aerospace,

use of electricity and chemistry to quickly and accurately erode and

tool and mold construction, machine engineering, gearbox technology,

produce the desired end product. This process is widely applied for

and many other industries.

polishing metal surfaces, deburring, and cavity-sinking metal components. The basis for today’s machinery is formed by tried and tested
ECM technology, which was first applied in industrial manufacturing
several decades ago.
PEM Technologies’ application development engineers are highly
skilled in designing tooling to meet every customer’s needs. PEM

about The author:
Donald G. Risko is vice president PEM Technologies,
LLC. He can be reached at (412) 736-7961, or visit
[www.pemtechnologies.com].

Booth# N7036
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Sports and Gaming

Make your IMTS experience complete with a
visit to a landmark field, arena, or casino in
the greater Chicago area.
Chicago Bears
www.chicagobears.com
Chicago Cubs
www.cubs.mlb.com
Chicago White Sox
www.whitesox.mlb.com
Sidney Marovitz-Waveland Golf Course
(312) 742-7930
www.wavelandgolf.com
Par-A-Dice Hotel Casino
21 Blackjack Blvd.
www.paradicecasino.com
Atlantis Paradise Island
2720 S. River Rd. #218
(847) 391-6963
www.atlantis.com
Golden Dragon Casino Shuttle Service
3016 S. Wentworth Ave.
(312) 326-5518
Horseshoe Hammond
777 Casino Center Dr. (Hammond, IN)
(866) 711-SHOE (7463)
www.harrahs.com

Restaurants and Bars

Depending on where you’re staying in town,
you’re sure to find a wide variety of dining and
entertainment establishments to enjoy.
Magnificent Mile
Signature Room at the 95th
875 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 787-9596
Café Spiaggia
980 N. Michigan Ave., 2nd Floor
(312) 280-2750
Baisi Thai
900 N. Michigan Ave., Level 6
(312) 664-9200

River North
JW’s Steakhouse
540 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 836-6336
Billy Goat Tavern
430 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 222-1525
Chicago Chop House
60 W. Ontario St.
(312) 787-7100
Smith & Wollensky
318 N. State St.
(312) 670-9900
Weber Grill Restaurant
539 N. State St.
(312) 467-9696
Pizzeria Uno
29 E. Ohio St.
(312) 321-1000

Rush & Division
Tavern on Rush
1031 N. Rush St.
(312) 664-9600
Gibsons Bar & Steakhouse
1028 N. Rush St.
(312) 266-8999
P.J. Clarke’s
1204 N. State St.
(312) 664-1650
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CONIFLEX Plus

Straight

Bevel Gear

B

Bevel gears with straight teeth have an increasing popularity for certain applications. Before
the development of the six-axis CNC machining process of straight bevel gears in 2006
by The Gleason Works, there was no modern
machinery available to cut or grind straight
bevel gears. In the past the manufacturing of
straight bevel gears was only possible on specially dedicated mechanical machines. Such
machines are by nature difficult to set up, with
limited ability to precisely repeat the setup.

Manufacturing

Mechanical machine setup has historically

By Dr. Hermann J. Stadtfeld

PHOENIX® free form machine. This patented

been slow and time consuming. New developments allow the use of the straight bevel gear
cutting system known as CONIFLEX on the
methodology takes advantage of the PHOENIX

In the past, manufacturing
straight bevel gears was only
possible on dedicated machines,
which is no longer the case
thanks to a revolutionary new
process. Gleason explains.

free form flexibility and reduces setup time
to a minimum, while applying the CONIFLEX
cutting system used previously on mechanical
machines. The process introduced in 2006
was a wet cutting process, using traditional
high-speed steel cutting tools.
CONIFLEX straight bevel gears are cut with a
circular cutter with a peripheral blade arrangement. The CONIFLEX cutters are arranged in
the machine under an angle of e.g. 24° to a
plane that is perpendicular to the generating
plane or cradle plane [1]. The upper cutter disc
is inclined to point down with the cutting zone
of the blades, and the lower cutter is inclined
to point up (fig. 1). The blades of the lower
cutter move through the gaps between the
blades of the upper cutter while rotating, and
vice versa. This pair of cutter disks and the
arrangement in the cutting machine is called
the interlocking cutter system.
The upper cutter cuts the upper flank only,
and is therefore equipped with blades that
have their cutting edges toward the top of the
figure. The lower cutter in turn cuts the lower
flank and is equipped with blades that have
their cutting edges toward the bottom of the
figure. The two cutters generate a combination of profile and length crowning in the flank
surfaces. A side effect of the cutter arrangement is a curved root line, depending on the
cutter diameter.
The two cutters represent one tooth of a
generating gear, which subsequently requires
the setup possibilities for a variety of job

designs. The cutters can be moved away from

cial equipment, machine tool applications,

the center of the cradle to achieve a certain

marine propulsion units, and aircraft actua-

mean cone distance. Since the CONIFLEX

tion systems. The demand for higher quality

flank line tangents point to the pitch apex, it

straight bevel gears has been raised, together

is necessary to adjust the angle of the flank

with the desire to apply a defined hard finish-

line tangent with the so-called space angle.

ing method such as grinding.

To control the slot width using existing cut-

Manufacturers with a high job variety and

ters, the cutters can be shifted independently

many changeovers between jobs would invest

apart or toward each other. Some CONIFLEX

in a modern machine tool for their straight

machines allow an additional freedom to

bevel gear needs if it was also possible to put

adjust both cutters in order to modify the

the machine to different uses: e.g. to cut spiral

length crowning (swing angle). CONIFLEX is a

bevel gears. A six-axis free form machine can

completing process which, compared to spiral
bevel gear wet cutting, is considered a rather

Figure 1: Interlocking
CONIFLEX cutters.

present a tool in every desired position and
angular inclination to a workpiece. This is the

fast process. Figure 2 shows a Gleason No.

basis for the ideas that realized CONIFLEX

2A CONIFLEX generator with the interlocking

cutting on PHOENIX free form machines. It

cutters engaged in a slot of a ring gear.

is only possible to use one cutter, which

In the case of a 20° pressure angle system

makes the original completing process “semi

and a tilt angle of 20° for each cutter, the

completing.” The PHOENIX cycle time in case

planes of the cutter disks would generate

of high-speed steel cutters is longer than

flank surfaces that consist of precise spheri-

in the mechanical machine because of the

cal involutes. However, in straight bevel gears

need to index twice around the circumfer-

a located flank contact is desired which leads

ence. However, it is still acceptable since the

to a modified cutter and cutter tilt design. If

free form machine with direct spindle motors

in the case of a 20° pressure angle system

indexes extremely fast, and since the higher

the tilt angle of the cutter disks is 24° and

stiffness of a PHOENIX machine allows fast

the cutting edge, rather then being part of

movements.

the cutter disk plane, forms an internal cone

There are additional features like indepen-

of 86° cone angle (90°-4°), then the internal

dent correction of upper and lower flank (even

cone generates a certain length crowning.

using different ratio of roll, root angle, tilt

This effect, in connection with root angle tilt,
is used to produce the crowning in straight
bevel gears. As mentioned before, it is always
a pair of cutters—one left hand, and one

Figure 2: View into the work
chamber of a Gleason No. 104
CONIFLEX machine [2].

right hand cutter—that are required to realize

double tilted cutter spindles and the interlock-

the interlocking arrangement in the cutting

ing cutter arrangement. To configure a regular

machine in order to cut both flanks of a slot at

six-axis free form machine with the CONIFLEX

the same time.

angle, and more), summary storage and fast
setups, and the possibility to implement cutter
disks with carbide tips that would allow a high
speed dry cutting of CONIFLEX gear sets.

double spindle head including an automated

Conversion of CONIFLEX
Summaries to PHOENIX
Basic Settings

There is still a considerable demand for

head setup would have introduced six addi-

CONIFLEX summaries which have been calcu-

straight bevel gears and machines for their

tional axes with complicated setup actuators.

lated for the Gleason machine Nos. 2A, 102,

manufacture. However, there was never a full

The cost to build such a machine is between

104, and 114 can be converted to general

CNC machine developed to satisfy the present

150-200 percent of today’s regular PHOENIX

basic settings in order to perform CONIFLEX

demand. Manufacturers of straight bevel gears

free form generator.

cutting on PHOENIX free form machines.

were relying on remanufactured mechanical

base, ratio of roll, and indexing. The reason

Motivation of CONIFLEX
Cutting on Free Form
Machines

why no CONIFLEX CNC free form machine was

Manufacturers of straight bevel gears are

designed becomes evident after studying the

mostly processing low quantities and a high

geometrical concept in fig. 2. It is not possible

variety of different designs. The applications

to utilize a six-axis machine because of the

are axle drives and differential gears for spe-

machines, some of which are equipped with
partial CNC functions like cradle roll, sliding

Editor’s Note:
Please visit www.gearsolutions.com to
view an enhanced version of this article
containing video and animated graphics,
an example of our embrace and utilization
of the latest publishing technologies.

The procedure that has been developed is

tings of group 2 are always identical for the

Summary Settings Group 1

as follows:

upper and lower cutter in the mechanical

Space Angle

machine. In a free form machine all settings

Cutter Offset

of group 1 and 2 may be changed in order to

Cutter Cone Distance

optimize a pinion or gear:

Cutter Swing Angle

• Conversion of CONIFLEX summary into general basic settings;
• Conversion of upper and lower CONIFLEX
cutter separately;
• Calculation of start and end roll angles;
• Calculation of setover phase angle between
lower and upper cutting;
• Calculation of fin removal roll position;
• Calculation of vector feed angles in case of
plunge-roll cycle.
CONIFLEX straight bevel gear cutting summaries that use interlocking cutters contain
the following gear geometry relevant settings.
The settings of group 1 are initially identical
for the upper and lower cutter but may be
changed in the course of contact optimizations on the mechanical machine. The set-

Figure 3: Vector diagram of
CONIFLEX setup (upper cutter).
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With all the information from groups 1

the vector diagram in fig. 3. The first

End Roll Position

step after the cutter is positioned with

Machine Root Angle

the tip of the RW vector in the origin

Sliding Base

of the coordinate system (cutter axis
parallel to Y-axis) is a cutter tilt rotation

For the correct positioning of the

around the Z-axis, followed by a move-

cutter in the machine, the tool related

ment of the cutter tip RW to the cutter

dimensions of group 3 are required:

cone distance (vector Rm1). Then the

6

2 Rough Roll
3 Set In

4 Finish Roll

START

ROLL

Actual Cutter Diameter

around the Y-axis about Θs to achieve

Cutter Reference Height

the space angle inclination. The lower

Cycle Steps Free Form Machine

diagram in fig. 3 shows the movement
In order to convert a summary of a

XB in direction of the Y-axis to the

mechanical machine into basic set-

proper sliding base position. In some

tings, the machine constants of group

cases there is a swing angle setting

4 are additionally required:

(not shown in fig. 3), which requires an
additional rotation of the cutter around

Summary Settings Group 4

the X-axis. Also, the adjustment of

Cutter Tilt Angle

the work root angle is not shown in

Swing Axis Constant

the diagrams; it requires a rotation of

Cutter Gage Reference Radius

the work around the X-axis. A similar

r
pe

Up

START

ex

Ind

Withdrawal

about the cutter offset ET and rotated

END

CENTER

cutter tip is moved in X-axis direction
Summary Settings Group 3

Roll to Center
Roll Position

5 Withdrawal to Index
Position

Start Roll Position

Cycle Steps Mechanical Generator

END

Withdrawal

setup can be calculated according to

First Plunge

through 4 available, the basic machine

Work Test Roll

1

Cradle Test Roll

PLUNGE

Summary Settings Group 2

CENTER

Lo

we

rI

nd

ex

START

END

ROLL

Figure 4: Cycle diagram mechanical
machine (top) and free form machine.
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conversion is done for the lower cutter setup.
Although initially the lower cutter arrangement
is a mirror image of the upper cutter setup (mirror in a horizontal plane that contains the cradle
axis), the conversions are done separately and
independently. If corrections have been made
to the theoretical summary the upper and lower
cutter setup may differ from each other, and the
independent conversion will correctly transfer
those corrections into the free form machine
setup [3].

Cutting Cycle and
Generating Roll
Strategy
A basic cycle comparison is shown in fig. 4. The
upper diagram represents the cycle of a No.
102 CONIFLEX machine. Roll angle changes are
plotted along the abscissa plunge advances of
the cutter are plotted along the ordinate. The
cycle starts with a first plunge, followed by a
rough roll to the start roll position. The next step
is a set in plunge to full depth, followed by a
finish roll from the start roll to the end roll position. The cutter is then withdrawn to the index
position, the cradle rolls back to center of roll
and the indexing to the next slot occurs.
The lower diagram shows the cycle of cutting
the same bevel gear on a free form machine.
The green vectors represent the cutting of the
first cut lower slots. It begins at the right start
position with a “roll only” motion from top to root
(green start to green end) in the lower cutting
position. Withdraw and lower index prepare the
machine and tool for the next slot cutting. After
all the flanks in the lower position are finished,
a setover of the cutter in the upper position and
a setover rotation of the work occurs. Now the
cutter starts to approach the part with rapid roll
first (air cutting) and the nominal roll rate from
first cutting action to the end roll position.
The lower diagram in fig. 4 leaves some
questions unanswered, such as how a cutter
with only “outside” blades can perform a slotting operation without damage and how the roll
angle required on a free form machine is related
to the roll range of a mechanical machine with
interlocking cutters.
As the lower slot is cut first it is important to
approach the work with the cutter in a manner to
prevent the cutting edge from any cutting action
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Figure 5: “Roll only” cycle.

Figure 6: Roll angle relation interlocking cutters versus single cutter.

in the start roll position. Figure 5 shows sche-

be calculated (about -5° in this example). The

stock on the opposite flank for the upper roll-

matic the cutter in the theoretical start roll

first rolling in the lower position is a roughing

ing portion. It is also important that only the

position. In order to prevent this first contact,

and finishing. The relative movement of the

tip and the cutting edges of the blades are

the roll angle for cutter tip clearance has to

cutter versus the work piece leaves enough

subjected to any chip load in order to prevent
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damage to the clearance side blade edges
and assure an efficient and smooth cutting
action. The process is repeated in the upper
position (fig. 5) for the opposite flank. Since
the slot already exists, the first move from
the tool clearance position to the theoretical
start roll angle can be faster than the active
generating roll itself.
The root overlap and the additional roll
angle between the clearance position and
the theoretical start roll position will amount
to about 65 percent of the mechanical
machine’s roll travel.
Figure 6 shows the roll diagram for the

Figure 7: Basic machine setup: left generated, right FORMATE.

interlocking cutters at bottom. To fully gen-

root overlap and some additional roll for cut-

Mechanical Machine

erate both flanks in case of a mechanical

ter clearance at the start roll position. This

• Plunge cycle at 0°, followed by a rough roll

machine it is required to plunge at 0° and

amounts to a total roll range of about 50° in

roll to +20° first (roughing) and then roll

the shown example. The possible different

e.g. to +20°, followed by
•R
 oll from -20° to + 20° of interlocking

backwards from +20° to -20° which amounts

roll ranges in fig. 6 are:

cutters

machine it is only necessary to roll either

Free Form Machine

Cycle times on modern free form machines

cutter through the required range for the

• Seamless rolling between -20° to 0° of lower

to a total roll range of 60°. In a free form

particular flank, which is for the lower cut-

are always expected to be lower than those on

position and 0° to +20° of upper position

older mechanical machines. The interlocking

• Gap between lower and upper roll range

cutter arrangement of the CONIFLEX machines

cutter from 0° to +20° of roll, plus some

• Overlap between lower and upper roll range

involves two cutters simultaneously in the chip

SERVICES

We manufacture
the best,
easiest to set up
gear deburring
machines
on the market.
Our customer service response time is
second to none. We offer contract deburring
of your gears, along with rebuilding all
makes and models of gear deburring
machines. Chamfermatic is a full-service
supplier to the industry.
• Contract Deburring • Grinding wheels
• Machine rebuild

• Carbide Deburrs

Standard
Features:

Optional
Features:

• Automatic Air
Operated door

• Additional
deburring heads

• Operator Interface

• Automatic air
chucking

• PLC controls
• Filtration system
• Work Light
inside hood

• Thermostatically
controlled heating
element.

Products

ter from 0° to -20° of roll and for the upper

We offer both
manual and
fully automated
machines.
In addition our machines are portable, and
carry a Two Year Limited Warranty.

• Osborn brushes

7842 Burden Road • Machesney Park, IL 61115
Tel: 815-636-5082 • Fax: 815-636-0075
CHAMFER96@comcast.net

www.chamfermatic.com
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Figure 8: Vector feed plunge cutting of FORMATE member.
removing action. The free form machine uses only one cutter, and it
therefore has only half the number of cutting edges in action (applying
in both cases the same surface speed). This relationship would basically tell that the cutting time on a free form machine is about twice
that of a mechanical machine. However, the two cutters of a mechanical machine are not always both part of the active chip removal except
during the plunge part of the cycle. During the roll of flank No. 1, the
opposite lower cutter idles with respect to chip removal. In case of rolling flank No. 2, the upper cutter does not remove any chips. The free
form machine on the other hand constantly removes chips with its
single cutter during the entire cutting cycle, which makes it an efficient process, but the cutting times are still 10-20 percent greater
than the mechanical machine with interlocking cutters.

Conversion of CONIFLEX Summaries
to PHOENIX Machines
In order to reduce the CONIFLEX cutting time, especially of the
ring gear, a new feature of the Gleason CONIFLEX PHOENIX program was developed that allows the conversion of every suitable
job into FORMATE™. A switch in the input screen can be set to
“FORMATE” in order to establish the non-generated version of
the job. This means the pinion is generated with additional profile
curvature, using the ring gear as generating gear. The gear in turn
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Figure 10: Top view (left) and front view (right) of new CONIFLEX Plus cutter.

Figure 11: Cycle time improvements with CONIFLEX Plus tools.
is simply plunge cut, which greatly reduces the
cutting time.

Figure 9: TCAs, top generated, middle FORMATE, bottom
FORMATE optimized.
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culate all required basic settings like cutter tilt and
swivel angle, radial distance, and sliding base posi-

Figure 7 shows a graphic of the typical basic

tion. The ratio of roll is calculated from the number

setting of the pinion that mates with a generated

of teeth of the mating gear divided by the number of

gear member at left. The generating gear is a flat

pinion teeth. If the ratio of roll was manipulated in

disc that rotates around the Y4, five-axis in a plane,

the original generated summary in order to achieve

perpendicular to the paper, containing the Z4,5 axis.

the correct pressure angles, then an additional fac-

The FORMATE conversion rotates the pinion together

tor has to be considered to achieve the correct new

with the cutter head and the connection of the cut-

pinion ratio of roll. In order to achieve the correct

ter head to the cradle around an axis, perpendicular

pressure angles in a case of non-matching blade

to the presentation plane (X4-axis) until the angle

and pressure angles in the non-generated ring gear,

between the pinion axis Z1,2,3 and the cradle axis

an incremental cutter tilt is applied.

Y4, 5 is equal to the shaft angle between pinion and

In the FORMATE ring gear cutting process, first

gear. In fig. 1 the Z1,2,3-axis matches the direction

the lower position plunging is conducted while the

of the Z4-axis which delivers an inclination of 90° to

tool is following a predetermined vector feed with

the cradle axis Y4,5. In this case, the shaft angle

a single ramp plunging feed rate (end chip). The

between pinion and gear is also 90°. The generating

plunge position at the bottom of fig. 8 already forms

gear is now the mating ring gear itself, which rotates

flank 1 and the corresponding root fillet area. It also

around the cradle axis Y4,5 in order to generate the

removed enough material from the slot in order to

pinion flank surfaces.

justify finishing parameters in the upper position

The right configuration in fig. 7 allows users to cal-

cutting, similar to the “roll only cycle.” The feed

diagram in the center of fig. 8 shows a double

with better part quality. The new dry cutting pro-

may result in the replacement of up to 14 con-

ramp for the upper cutting with the first ramp

cess also provides the option (on the machine

ventional straight bevel gear cutting machines

being a rapid tool approach before tool contact

control) to remove the root fin in cases of small

with a single PHOENIX free form generator.

occurs.

blade point or large slot width taper.

Figure 9 shows in the first vertical sequence

It can be concluded that the time savings on

a tooth contact analysis (TCA) for a generated

CNC free form machines, with respect to setup

Measurements
Before Setup

CONIFLEX set. The TCA after the conversion

changes during one work week and the produc-

As input items to the PHOENIX CONIFLEX sum-

into FORMATE (second sequence in fig. 2)

tivity increase from the high speed dry cutting,

mary, it is required to measure the stacking

shows more potential profile contact and
lesser profile crowning. The third sequence
in fig. 2 represents the TCA result of a profile crowning optimization using Modified Roll
second order. All investigations with the new
CONIFLEX FORMATE process showed that the
transverse contact ratio increase and the rolling characteristics improve versus the generated version.

POWERCUTTING with
CONIFLEX Plus
The new CONIFLEX®Plus cutter system is the
world’s first peripheral stick blade cutter system with positive blade seating, which results
in a great reduction in cutting time combined
with improvements in gear quality and rolling
characteristics. CONIFLEX Plus allows the use
of coated carbide blades in high-speed dry cutting of straight bevel gears. The new process
is at least three times as fast as the traditional
cutting, avoids the use of any cutting oils, and
only consumes about 25 percent of the electrical energy of straight bevel gear cutting, while
at the same time presenting a significant leap
in environmentally friendly manufacturing of
straight bevel gears.
With the development of three sizes of
CONIFLEX Plus cutters—4.25 inch, 9 inch,
and 15 inch—the final step to a modern,
economical straight bevel gear cutting process was concluded. Figure 10 shows the
9” version of the new cutter generation. The
“iris” look of the blade ends at the inside of
the peripheral cutter head achieves a higher
number of blades in the cutter and preserves
the blade length for a maximum number of
resharpenings.
The cycle time improvements with the high
speed dry cutting process of generated and
FORMATE parts is reflected in the chart in
fig. 11. In all real cutting applications, the
significant cycle time improvement went along
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height of cutter and adaptor to gain the cutter reference height. Figure 12

delta settings can be transferred to the manufacturing machine via flash

shows the new Gleason peripheral cutter build stand. On the right side,

drive or network in order to establish a closed correction loop.

a simple height measurement gauge is used to find the cutter reference

The results of an example correction of a spiral angle error on flank 1

height from the mounting surface to the blade high point. This is the only

and a spiral and pressure angle error in flank 2 are demonstrated in figs.

value from the actual cutter head setup, which has to be entered into the

16a,b. The CMM output graphic on top contains deviations in the vicinity

machine summary. The left side of fig. 12 shows the measurement and

of 18 microns. The selection in the correction interface for this case is:

adjustment of the radial blade stick out. In case of CONIFLEX Plus cutters, the blades are always adjusted to the nominal diameter.
In the case of solid high speed steel cutters, the actual outer diameter
of the cutter has to be measured and entered into the CONIFLEX sum-

• Spiral angle concave correction;
• Pressure angle convex correction;
• Spiral angle convex correction.

mary calculation program since it influences the basic settings. This measurement is done between two opposite blades using a vernier caliper
and finding the high point, as shown in fig. 13.

TCA Flank Form Generation and
Closed Loop Corrections

Even in cases of small or zero deviation on one of the two flanks, all
correction switches in fig. 15 can be activated. A gear engineer often
likes to address a single side or a single feature, however, which is possible by the activation of independent switches. The correction result is
shown in the bottom portion of fig. 16. This result is a good demonstra-

The CONIFLEX desktop software receives a transfer file from the

tion that CONIFLEX freedoms are ideal for flank form control without

Gleason Straight Bevel Gear Software and converts the mechanical

noticeable side effects.

CONIFLEX machine settings in PHOENIX basic settings. From this point
the CONIFLEX software is used to conduct tooth contact analysis (TCA),

Hard Finishing of CONIFLEX Gears

undercut checks, and flank for generation, including a download file for

The PHOENIX method of cutting with a single cutter can be applied to

coordinate measurement and flank form correction (G-AGE). Figure 14

grinding also. However, even with a single grinding wheel that duplicates

shows a typical CONIFLEX TCA. The ease-off of the coast and drive side

the enveloping internal cone surface of the cutting edges, a major obsta-

includes each length and profile crowning. The tooth contact patterns

cle occurs with respect to the dressing removal and the compensation

show a square contact pattern with a neutral bias path of contact direc-

thereof. The cutting edges of a CONIFLEX cutter form an internal cone,

tion. The G-AGE correction after manufacturing and 3D measurement

which makes dressing in radial direction impossible, even if a diameter

cover all zero and first order geometry features (fig. 15). The corrective

change was acceptable within limits. Also, dressing in the axial direction
is not a possibility because the difference between maximal and minimal
blade point would only allow a few re-dressings. Since the geometry
changes due to redressing, thus eliminating the possibility of dressable
grinding wheels, a permanent CBN coated steel grinding disk seems the
only realistic tool for the task of grinding CONIFLEX gears.
A galvanically coated CBN steel wheel can be manufactured to duplicate the enveloping surface of the cutting edges in a free form grinding
machine, which allows a defined hard finishing of straight bevel gears
preserving the identical flank form. The grinding technology will allow the
use of CONIFLEX gears in many applications where grinding as a hard finishing process is required, like in many aircraft gears. Often when straight

Figure 12: Measuring of cutter reference height.

bevel gears are the gears of choice for a certain application but grinding
is required to fulfill the requirements in accuracy, ZEROL® gears are used
instead because they are the closest to straight bevel gears. Ground
straight bevel gears have been machined in the past on Maag two-wheel
generators or on Heidenreich & Harbeck grinders until those mechanical
vintage machines were not available anymore. Today’s demand in ground
straight bevel gears could be covered with the possibility of CONIFLEX
grinding. Figure 17 shows the first CBN coated grinding wheel (right) next
to a 4.25 inch cutter.
Using the CONIFLEX Plus carbide cutter system for the soft cutting
operation opens up a second hard finishing possibility, which is skiving
using the same cutter head equipped with three-face ground carbide

Figure 13: Measuring of outer diameter.
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blades that feature a cutting edge facet with a 20° negative side rake

angle. Particularly in the case of skiving it is

using the same cutter head with only the

open up for this revitalized and well-established

important to apply the Gleason semi-finish

change of the cutting blades. This presents a

kind of bevel gear.

strategy, which provides relief to the root fillet

minimal investment for the manufacture of high

transition and also assures that the skiving

quality straight bevel gear sets.

Summary

blades will not cut with their tips at the root

CONIFLEX gear sets present many advan-

In the past, the manufacturing of straight bevel

bottom. Those factors considered, skiving is

tages in their geometry, some of which are

gears was only possible on specially dedicated

the process of choice for the small batch manu-

controllable contact size and location. With the

machines. One type of straight bevel gear

facturer, because soft cutting and hard finishing

possibility of grinding or skiving of CONIFLEX

is cut with a circular cutter with a peripheral

can be performed on the same machine tool

gears, a complete new field of applications will

blade arrangement. The machines and cutters

Figure 14: Graphical results of a
CONIFLEX tooth contact analysis.

Figure 15: Measuring of outer
diameter.
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Figure 16a: CONIFLEX gear surface deviation before G-AGE
correction.

used to manufacture these gears are known
by the Gleason trademark, CONIFLEX. The
cutters are arranged in the machine under an
angle in an interlocking arrangement, which
allows a completing cutting process. The two
interlocking cutters have to be adjusted independently during setup, which is complicated
and time consuming.
The outdated mechanical machines have
never been replaced by full CNC machines,
but there is still a considerable demand in a
high variety of low quantities of straight bevel
gears. It was recently discovered that it is possible to connect one of the interlocking straight
bevel gear cutter disks to a free form bevel
gear generator and cut straight bevel gears of
identical geometry compared to the dedicated
mechanical straight bevel gear generator. A
conversion based on a vector approach delivers basic settings as they are used in modern
free form machines. The cutter is mounted
to a shaft, which is connected to the cutter
spindle. Additional features like reverse cutter mounting, vector feed and root limited
roll finally enabled the straight bevel cutting
process on modern free form machines. The
advantages are quick setup, high accuracy,
easy corrections, and high repeatability.
Figure 14 shows a conventional 4.25 inch
CONIFLEX cutter to the left, and a cutter with
increased number of blades to the right. Since
the interlocking principle is not utilized on the
PHOENIX machines, it is possible to increase
the number of blades and achieve a productivity level, comparable or even higher than on the
conventional mechanical machines.
Because of the use of a single cutter disk,
it is possible to grind CONIFLEX bevel gears
on standard free form grinding machines. A
second possibility of hard finishing is a skiving process which can be performed on the
same machine as the soft cutting, using the
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same CONIFLEX Plus cutter heads equipped

3) Stadtfeld, H.J., Straight Bevel Gears on

with specially ground and coated skiving

Phoenix Machines Using CONIFLEX Tools.

blades.
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Figure 16b: CONIFLEX gear surface deviation after G-AGE correction.
See video at gearsolutions.com in our digital edition

Figure 17:
CONIFLEX
grinding setup
with 4.25 inch
CBN coated
grinding disk.

Cultural
Attractions

For those who love the arts and other
entertainment, consider visiting the following venues after a day of reviewing
the equipment and technologies presented at IMTS.
The League of Chicago Theatres
www.chicagoplays.com
Broadway in Chicago
www.broadwayinchicago.com
The Field Museum
www.fieldmuseum.org
The Art Institute of Chicago
www.artic.edu
Shedd Aquarium
www.sheddaquarium.org
Museum of Science and Industry
www.msichicago.org
Museum of Contemporary Art
www.mcachicago.org
Adler Planetarium
www.adlerplanetarium.org
Chicago Public Library
www.chipublib.org
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
www.cso.org
Navy Pier Chicago
www.navypier.com

See video at gearsolutions.com in our digital edition

Figure 18:
Cutting of a
CONIFLEX
gear with 9
inch diameter
CONIFLEX Plus
cutter.

Product
SHOWCASE
New products, equipment, and resources

KAPP Group to Exhibit
New Technologies
The KAPP Group will be showcasing their new machines, while
also providing a direct video/audio link to its Colorado facility
where demonstrations of wet grinding will be highlighted. The
versatile NILES ZE 400 machine is one of the group’s most
successful compact and economical machines. It is engineered
for high quality with maximum grinding torque. The stable
ductile iron machine bed supports a workpiece of up to 2,650
pounds. The machine comes fully equipped with a tailstock,
CNC dressing device, and onboard measuring. The ZE machine
utilizes both dressable vitrified and non-dressable CBN wheels.
The KAPP KX 160 TWIN is built on a shared modular platform
with features for optimum continuous generating grinding of
planetary and final drive gears for automobiles with front wheel
drive or automatic transmissions. This machine includes two
identical workpiece spindles arranged at opposite sides of an
indexing table. While machining one part, the second workpiece
spindle simultaneously unloads/loads and aligns another part,
increasing output dramatically. Visit booth #N-7036, or go online
to [www.kapp-usa.com].
august 2010
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Products

New Offerings from
Liebherr on Display
Liebherr will be exhibiting a new hanging robot and
loading gantries, among other equipment. The company has opened up tasks for robots which accessibility problems or a restricted action radius used
to reserve for other systems. A single robot can now
perform complex movements at several points. Unlike
robots on floor-mounted rails, this version retains the
same capabilities and the same accessibility to your
plant. Hanging robots are the ideal complement to
loading gantries, which reach their limits when performing complex tasks. Liebherr is also presenting
loading gantries from three different load classes.
They offer a whole range of possible applications for
transportation, palleting, handling, loading/unloading
and storage. The loading gantries on display represent a cross-section through the extensive modular
program. A total of five different sizes of linear robots
and three different sizes of area loading gantries,
handling workpiece weights between 0.5 and 1,000
kg, cover a broad spectrum of automation tasks. Each
size includes a modular system which can be adapted
individually to the user‘s specific application. Visit
booth #S-8974 or [www.liebherr.com].
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New Gear
Grinding
Machine from
Reishauer
Reishauer Corporation will introduce a new series of gear grinding
machines. The RZ 260 features
Reishauer’s unique continuous
generating gear grinding and is
based on the extremely successful RZ 150 series. The RZ 260 has
not only been increased in size, all
relevant components have been
adapted to handle higher loads
and forces, which occur when
grinding larger gears. An important
focus in the design of the machine
concept is its adaptability to different production requirements
depending customers’ individual
requirements. Both the single and
dual spindle versions of the RZ
260 can be equipped with a fixed
or CNC-controlled axis for swiveling the dressing tool. The RZ 260
also features a changeable profile
grinding spindle, which is ideal for
grinding gears with space limitations or small lot sizes. Visit booth
#N-7018, and go online to [www.
reishauer-us.com].
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Carl Zeiss to Show
the New ACCURA

Featured
Products
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ONE STOP for your
gear cutting needs
American Gear Tools
a division of American Broach & Machine Company

575 South Mansfield Street, Ypsilanti, MI 48197
TEL: (734) 961-0300 E-FAX: (734) 448-0130

Website: www. americangeartools.com
E-mail: leon@americanbroach.com

Booth# N7112
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Systematically implementing customer requests was
the main challenge in the development of the new
ACCURA® coordinate measuring machine. The result is
a multisensor-capable measuring system that permits
fast, economical, precise, and flexible measurements,
primarily due to the use of the latest technologies
such as foam insulating technology. As with a versatile
modular system, customers can configure the ACCURA
to fit their requirements. Based on their current tasks,
they select the ideal configuration; i.e. sensors. Special
software such as GEAR® PRO for gears and HOLOS® NT
for freeform surface measurements is integrated along
with CALYPSO®, the standard CAD-based measuring
software from Carl Zeiss. Subsequent modifications can
be made very easily. The ACCURA is available at a very
economical price for this performance class. If requirements change, different sensors and software can
be easily added. The CMM will be on display at booth
#E-5510. Also visit [www.zeiss.com/imt].

L

CNC Retrofit
Program
from MAG
A new CNC retrofit program
from MAG allows older equipment to enter a new realm
of productivity, often exceeding original specifications, and
extending the life of some of
the most durable, well-known
machine tools from MAG legacy brands including Giddings &
Lewis, Cincinnati Milacron, and
Fadal. The program is designed
to get machines upgraded and
back into production quickly,
with pre-engineered application software and mechanicals that reduce installation
and run-off time. At the MAG
Services booth the company
will exhibit a Fadal 3016FX
milling machine retrofitted
with a Fagor 8070 control and
digital Sercos drives. MAG has
pre-engineered retrofit kits
available for G&L vertical turning lathes and horizontal boring mills, Cincinnati Cinturn
lathes and Arrow, Sabre, and
Lancer vertical mills. A retrofit
kit is also available for MAG
aerospace profilers. The retrofit program features proven,
state of the art controls from
Fagor, Siemens, Fanuc, and
Power Automation, offering
better NC block performance,
more program storage, high
reliability, and additional features not available with the
original machine control. Learn
more at booth #W-1546 or
[www.mag-ias.com].
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Gleason to Spotlight
New Machines,
Services
In its mission to be the industry’s Total Gear
Solutions Provider Gleason will introduce a host
of advanced new machines, tooling, and global
customer support services. Among them: the
Phoenix® 280C Bevel Gear Cutting Machine,
improving productivity by as much as 35 percent (shown here); the Titan® 1200G Grinding
Machine, with POWER GRIND; the Agilus®
180TH Combined Process Machine (turning,
drilling, hobbing, chamfering, and deburring in
a single setup); the 1000GMS Analytical Gear
Tester; and the industry’s most complete line
of gear-cutting tools and workholding solutions,
including its new OPTI-CUT® Indexable-Insert
cutting systems for gashing, hobbing, and
shaping. Be sure to visit booth #N-7000. The
company’s Web site is [www.gleason.com].
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Siemens to Present New Innovations
Siemens will introduce new solutions and services for machine tool manufacturers and end users. The new Sinumerik 828D numerical control is perfect for
mid-range machine tools, designed to address the needs of complex milling and
turning machines in the job shop segment. For the aerospace market the new
Sinumerik 840D solution line is the latest in CNC technology that increases
performance and user productivity, and for the automotive industry the Transline
System Solution integrates diverse metalcutting technologies such as milling, drilling, turning and grinding, and the assembly of powertrain parts under a common
system architecture. Condition Monitoring is an Internet-based service that supports maintenance processes while simultaneously forming a platform for crosscompany service and support between OEMs and machine operators. SinuTrain
CNC training software provides milling and turning machine operators with a high
degree of practical hands-on experience prior to using their actual machines.
Many other services and technologies will be on display at booth #E-4933. Visit
online at [www.siemens.com].
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Compact Gear Measuring
Center from Klingelnberg

Klingelnberg will exhibit its compact, small-footprint design P 40
Gear Measuring Center, suitable
for workpieces up to 400 millimeters outside diameter. New
features include temperature sensors for ambient, machine, and
workpiece temperature, allowing
for the most reliable measuring
results in a non-climate controlled
environment, extended part axis
compensation and integrated surface roughness measurement of
gear tooth flanks. In addition to
cylindrical gears and spiral bevel
gears, worms, worm gears, hobs,
shaper cutters, shaving cutters,
rotors, camshafts, and crankshafts
can also be checked. Dimensional
measurements such as roundness, rectangularity, and flatness
on a variety of rotation-symmetrical parts highlight the capability of
the P series machines, which are
available in sizes from 260 millimeters to 3,800 millimeters. Visit
booth #N-6930, or go to [www.
klingelnberg.com].
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featuredSuppliers
Midwest Gear Corporation — REF #101
Phone: 330-425-4419 • Fax: 330-425-8600
Email: sales@mwgear.com
Website: www.mwgear.com

MACHINERY
Contact Gear Solutions at
800-366-2185 to list your machinery.

New England Gear — REF #102
Phone: 860-223-7778 • Fax #:860-223-7776
Email: jeff@newenglandgear.com
Website: www.newenglandgear.com
R. P. Machine Enterprises, Inc. — REF #103
Phone: 704-872-8888 • Fax #:704-872-5777
Email: sales@rpmachine.com
Website: www.rpmachine.com
Repair Parts, Inc. — REF #104
Phone: 815-968-4499 • Fax #:815-968-4694
Email: rpi@repair-parts-inc.com
Website: www.repair-parts-inc.com
Havlik International Machinery, Inc. — REF #105
Phone: 519-624-2100 • Fax: 519-624-6994
Email: havlik@bellnet.ca
Website: www.havlikinternational.com
GQ Machinery Inc.— REF #106
Phone: 516.867.4040 • Fax: 516.223.1195
Email: george@gqmachinery.com
Website: www.gqmachinery.com

GEAR ACCESSORIES, PARTS & TOOLING
FELLOWS Model #10-4/10-2, All Parts Available REF#102
Tilt Tables for 10-2/10-4, Qty 2 REF#102
FELLOWS Parts Available For All Models REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN – PARTS AVAILABLE FOR ALL MODELS REF#103
G&E – PARTS AVAILABLE FOR ALL MODELS REF#103
GEAR HOBBERS/CUTTERS CNC
LIEBHERR #LC-255 CNC, 6-Axis, 10” Dia, 10” Face, 4 DP, ‘87 REF#103
PFAUTER #PE-150, 6-Axis CNC, 6” Dia, 5 DP, 6” Face, Fanuc 18MI REF#103
SYKES #H160, 4-Axis CNC Hobber, 6” Dia, All the Features, ‘93 REF#103
G&E #60 S-2 CNC Gasher/Hobber REF#103
G&E #60SB-2C CNC, Gasher/Hobber REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #16-36, 16” Dia, 4-Axis, 6 DP, 36” Face REF#103
LIEBHERR #LC-502 6-Axis CNC Gear Hobber, 20" Diam. Cap., Loading REF#103
LIEBHERR #L-652, 5-Axis 26” Dia,27” Face, 2 DP ‘09 REF#103
MUIR CNC Gear Hobber, 4-Axis, 118” Dia REF#103
LIEBHERR #L-252 3-Axis, 9.8” Dia, recontrolled 2008 REF#103
LIEBHERR #ET-1202 CNC - 70” Dia Internal, Single REF#103
LIEBHERR #ET-1802 CNC – 98” Dia Internal, 3-Axis REF#103
MITSUBISHI GD-20 CNC, 5-Axis, 8” Dia REF#103
G&E 120/188, CNC Gasher/Hobber, 188” Dia (5 Meter) REF#103
G&E #120GH, CNC, Gasher/Hobber, Twin Stanchion, 1/2 DP, 42” Face, ‘94 REF#103
PFAUTER P400H, 5-Axis, 18” Dia, 1 DP, Recontrolled ‘03 REF#103
G&E #160GH, CNC, Gasher/Hobber, New ‘07 REF#103
G&E #96GH, CNC, Gasher/Hobber, New ‘09 REF#103
HAMAI 60SP, CNC 4-Axis, 3.5" OD, 9" Face, 12 DP, New ‘89 REF#103
PFAUTER PE 300 AW CNC 6-Axis REF#103
GEAR HOBBERS/CUTTERS
PFAUTER P1251 Hobbers s/n 25-276 and 25-277 REF#102
PFAUTER (1) RS-00 s/n 17593 REF#102
BARBER COLEMAN (1) 16-36 multi cycle s/n 4404 REF#102
BARBER-COLMAN #16-16, Multi-Cycle, Dual Thread Worm and/or Single Thread
Worm REF#103
G&E #48H 48” Dia, 18” Face 2 DP, Universal REF#103
G&E #48H, 48” Dia, 35” Face, 3 DP, Gooseneck Attachment REF#103
LEES BRADNER HH-144 16” Dia, 144” REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #6-16, 6 Multi-Cycle REF#103
G&E #36H Differential, Excellent Condition REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #14-30, 14” Dia, 30” Face, 3.5DP REF#103
PFAUTER P-251 10” Dia, 9.6” Face, 4 DP REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #14-15, 14” Dia, 15” Face, 1 to 4 Start Worm, Several
REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #16-16, 16” Dia, 16” Face, 6DP REF#103

BARBER-COLMAN #16-36, 24” Dia, C-Frame Style, 4 1/8” Bore REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #16-56, 16” Dia, 56” Face, Differential REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #22-15, 22” Dia, 14” Face, Differential REF#103
DAVID BROWN, 138” Dia, Face 60”REF#103
G&E #24H Universal Head, Infeed, Tailstock, Differential, ‘50’s REF#103
HAMAI #120, 4.8” Dia, 4” Face, 12 DP, ‘70 REF#103
LIEBHERR #L-402, 16” Cap, 2-Cut Cycle, Crowning, ‘77 REF#103
LIEBHERR #L-650, 26" Dia Cap, 14.5" Face, 2.5 DP, New ‘70’s REF#103
MODUL #ZFZW 800, 29.8” Dia, 16.25” Face, 2.5 DP Crowing, 2-Cut REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #1600-36, 16" Dia., 39.5" Face, 6 DP REF#103
CHONG QIN #Y3180H, 31.5 Dia., 15" Face, 3 DP REF#103
FELLOWS FH-200 Max Diam 7.87" Max Dia Pitch 5.08" REF#103
G&E #16H Gear Hobber, 16"Dia REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #3 (6-10), Single & Triple Tread Worm HS REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #6-10, 6” Dia, 10” Face, 16 DP REF#103
KOEPFER #140 , 2.75” DIa, 4” Face REF#103
KOEPFER #153B, 5.6” Dia, 5.9” Face REF#103
LANSING #GH-50, 50” Dia, 17.75” Face, 2 DP REF#103
LIEBHERR #L-252, 9.8” Dia, 7.9” Face, 4.2 DP REF#103
MIKRON #79 1.5 Dia, 26 DP REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN TYPE T REF#103
IUG –Craiova FD-3600 REF#103
LIEBHERR #L-401, 15.7” Dia 11” Face, 3DP REF#103
G&E #36HS 36”Dia, 14” Face 3 DP REF#103
PFAUTER #P-3000, 120” Dia, Single Index REF#103
SCHIESS RFW-10-S 55” Dia REF#103
SHIBURA HHC-250A Single Index REF#103
OVERTON #HD-400, 15.7” Dia, 12” Face, 3 DP, New ‘88 REF#103
SCHIESS 1 RF-10, Dia 60” 150” L, .50 DP REF#103
G&E #40TWG, 48” Dia, 18” Face, 3 DP REF#103
G&E #60S, 72” Dia, 14” Face, 1.25 DP REF#103
G&E #72H, 72” Dia, 24” Face, 1 DP REF#103
G&E #96H, 104” Dia, .50 Face, 1.25 DP REF#103
PFAUTER #P-630, 25” Dia REF#103
PFAUTER #2500, 100” Dia REF#103
TOS FO-16, Max Cut w/support 90” REF#103
PFAUTER P250 10” Dia REF#103
GE Hobber 200” Dia, 55” Face REF#103
GE/Fitchburg Hobber 32” Dia, 72” Face 1.25DP REF#103
JF Reinecker 40” Dia 35” Face REF#103
LIEBHERR L-160-R 6.5” Dia REF#103
MIKRON #102.04 , 4’ Dia, 5” Face REF#103
NIHON-Kikai NDH-1200 50” Dia REF#103
PFAUTER P-900 36” Dia REF#103
SCHIESS RF 40/60S 240” Dia 100” Face REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #25-15 25” Dia, 15” Face, 2.5 DP REF#103
CRAVEN Horizontal , 18” Dia and 100” Length REF#103
KOEPFER #173B, .6.1” Dia, 7” Face REF#103
PFAUTER #P-630R, 25" Max. Spur Dia, 12" Max Rotor Dia. 12" REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN 2 1/2 -4, S/N 119, ’62 Hi-Production Spur Gear REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 SYKES, Triple Thrd w/Lever Operated Collet Assy REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 B&C Ltd, S/N 8079, Triple Thrd REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 4626, ’57 Triple Thrd 3” Hob Slide REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 4659R, ’56 Triple Thrd Adj Ctr Assy REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 4665, ’57 Fine Pitch Prec Triple Thrd REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 4701, ’58 Triple Thrd w/Power Down Feed REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 M/C, S/N 4755, ’59 Triple Thrd w/MC Conversion REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 Multicycle, S/N 4778R87, ’60 (’87 Rebuild), Sgl Thrd Hi-Spd
REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 M/C, S/N 4913, ’63 Triple Thrd w/90 Deg Hob Slide
REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 Multicycle, S/N 5055, ’66 Triple Thrd, 800 RPM REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 5141, ’67 Triple Thrd w/Prec Hob Shift REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 Multicycle, S/N 5148, ’68 Triple Thrd, 800 RPM REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10 Multicycle, S/N 5259, ’75 Triple Thrd w/Auto
Hob Shift REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 5353, ’77 Triple Thrd w/3” Hob Slide,
800 RPM REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 5394, ’81 Fine Pitch Triple Thrd w/Dwell
& Hob Rev REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-16 M/C, S/N 5238, ’70 Triple Thrd, Recon ‘02 REF#104

BARBER-COLMAN 6-10, S/N 5407, ’82 Auto w/PLC Control REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN DHM, S/N 105, ’42 Double Thrd REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-15, S/N 635R, ’53 Dbl Thrd, Fact Reb REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-15, S/N 745, ’55 Dbl Thrd w/Dwell REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-15 Dual Fd, S/N 938, ’62 Dbl Thrd, Comp Reco REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-15, S/N 1055, ’65 Dbl Thrd w/New Hyd Sys REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-15, S/N 1131, ’66 Dbl Thrd w/Hyd Tailctr REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-15 Dual Fd, S/N 1261, ’67 Dbl Thrd w/Hyd Live Ctr
REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-15 Dbl Cut, S/N 1278, ’68 Dbl Thrd w/4-1/8” Bore REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 14-30 Dual Fd, S/N 1371, ’71 4-Thrd w/Sizing Cycle REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 22-15, S/N 923, ’62 Dbl Thrd, Dbl Cut REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-11, S/N 184, ’50 Dbl Thrd w/Vert DRO REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN AHM, S/N 1896, ’42 Sgl Thrd w/3 Jaw Chuck REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16, S/N 2745, ’51 Sgl Thrd w/90 Deg Hd REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16, S/N 3171, ’53 Dbl Thrd, Spanish Nameplates REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16, S/N 3580, ’59 Dbl Thrd w/Diff & Auto Hobshift
REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16 Multicycle, S/N 3641, ’60 Dbl Thrd w/Diff REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16, S/N 3660, ’57 Sgl Thrd REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16, S/N 4136, Dbl Thrd, “C” Style End Brace w/Diff
REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16 Multicycle, S/N 4170, Dbl Thrd w/Jump Cut Cycle “
C” Style REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16, S/N 4473, ’73 4-Thrd w/Workclamp Cyl “C” Style
REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16 Multicycle, S/N 4520, ’75 Dbl Thrd w/Gooseneck Slide
REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-16 Multicycle, S/N 4631, ’79 “C” Style End Brace, 4W Adj
Ctr REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN AHM (36”), S/N 1152, ’42 Dbl Thrd REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-36, S/N 4090, ’66 Dbl Thrd, “C” Style End Brace REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-36 Multicycle, S/N 4232, ’68 Dbl Thrd “C” Style End Brace
w/Diff REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 16-56, S/N 3136R84, ’53 (Reb ’84), Dbl Thrd REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 10-20, S/N 6700045890, ’76 Dbl Thrd w/2 Cut Cycle REF#104
TOS OFA Series Conventional Gear Hobbers, 12” & 40” Dia REF#105
TOS OHA Series Conventional Gear Shapers, 12” & 40” Dia REF#105
16-16 Barbara Coleman with differential yr 1970 id 3535 REF#106
Jeil model JDP-2 26” dia. Diff & infeed OB Yr1990 ID 3570 REF#106
Fitchburg spline & pinion 32” OD, 72” REF#106
Liebherr L-301, 12” dia. Yr 1974 id 3465 REF#106
GEAR PINION HOBBERS & SPLINE MILLERS
HURTH #KF-32A 15” Dia, 59” Face, ‘67 REF#103
GE/Fitchuburg Pinion Hob 32” Dia, 72” Face REF#103
MICHIGAN Tool #3237 REF#103
SCHIESS 1 RF-10, 60” Dia REF#103
WANDERER GF 345 CNC Hobbing /Milling Machine 4-Axis 24" Swing x 240”
Length REF#103
FITCHBURG Pinion Hobber 42” Dia, 72” Dia REF#103
CRAVEN Horizontal, 18” Dia and 100” Length REF#103
GEAR HOB & CUTTER SHARPENERS (incl CNC)
ARTER #A-12, 12” Rotary Surface Grinder for Sharpening Sharper Cutters
REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #6-5, 6" Dia, 5" Length, Manual Dresser, ‘57 REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN 10-12, 10" Dia, 12" Length, Spark Out REF#103
FELLOWS #6SB, Helical Cutter Sharpener, 6” Dia, up to 50 Degrees REF#103
KAPP #AS-305GT, 1 DP, 28" Grind Length, 10" Diam., Str. & Spiral REF#103
KAPP #AS204GT, 10” Dia, Wet Grinding, CBN Wheels, ‘82 REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #3 HS, Hob Sharpener, 4" Max. OD., 4" REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #4-4HRS, Hob Sharpener, 4" Max. OD. 4" REF#103
REDRING MODEL #SGH "PREIFORM" SHAVE CUTTER GRINDER/SHARPENER
REF#103
STAR 6X8 HOB SHARPENER PRECISION GEAR & SPLINE HOBBER REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN 2-2 1/2 , 2.5” Dia REF#103
KAPP #AST-305B, 27.5” Dia, REF#103
KAPP AS-410B REF#103
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GLEASON #12 Sharpener, 3-18” Cone REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN 2 1/2-2, S/N 16, ’66 Wet w/Auto Feed REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-5, S/N 110R, ’55 Wet w/Auto Dress & Sparkout REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-5, S/N 396, ’66 Wet w/Auto Dress & Sparkout REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 6-5, S/N 433, ’69 Wet w/Auto Dress & Sparkout REF#104
BARBER-COLMAN 10-12, S/N 643R83, Wet w/Auto Dress, PC Control, Fact Reb
‘83 REF#104
TOS OHA Series CNC Gear Shapers, 12” & 40” Diameter REF#105
TOS OFA Series CNC Gear Hobbers, 12” & 40” Diameter REF#105
GEAR SHAPERS CNC
36” Shapers, 14” Throat Risers, 53” of Swing, Qty 3 REF#102
FELLOWS #10-4/10-2, Qty 150 REF#102
HYDROSTROKE #50-8, Qty 2 REF#102
HYDROSTROKE #20-8, Qty 5 REF#102
HYDROSTROKE #FS630-125, Qty 1 REF#102
HYDROSTROKE #FS400-90, Qty 2 REF#102
FELLOWS #20-4, Qty 6 REF#102
FELLOWS #48-8Z, Qty 1 REF#102
FELLOWS #FS-180, 3-5 Axis, 7” Dia, 1.25” Face., 6 DP, New ‘88 REF#103
LIEBHERR #WS-1, 4-Axis CNC, 8" OD, 2" Stroke, Fanuc 18MI REF#103
LORENZ # LS-180, 4-Axis CNC, 11” OD, 2” Stroke, 5 DP REF#103
LORENZ #LS-304 CNC Gear Shaper 5-Axis Heckler & Koch Control REF#103
LORENZ #LS-156 CNC Gear Shaper Dia 6” REF#103
FELLOWS FS400-125, 16” Dia, 3.5 DP 5” Face REF#103
SCHIESS RS-20 S, 12” Stroke, 118” Dia REF#103
FELLOWS #10-4 3-Axis (A/B), 10" Dia, 4" Face, 4 DP New .’09 REF#103
RP-GS 800 CNC, 4-Axis, Max Dia 31.5”, Face 9”, 2.5 DP REF#103
RP-GS 400 CNC, 6-Axis, Max Dia 15” Face 4”, 3 DP REF#103
STANKO /RPM #48-8 Gear Shaper CNC, Fanuc 18 REF#103
FELLOWS #10-4 2-Axis, 10” Dia 4” Face REF#103
FELLOWS #20-4 3-Axis 10” Dia, 4” Face REF#103
FELLOWS FS400-90 Hydro-stroke Gear Shaper CNC Nominal Pitch 15.7"
REF#103
RP-GS 1500 CNC, 4-Axis, Max Dia 49.2”, Face 12”, 2 DP REF#103
GEAR SHAPERS
FELLOWS #10-2, (10” Dia), 2” Face REF#102
FELLOWS #10-4, (10” Dia), 4” Face REF#102
FELLOWS (200) 10-4 / 10-2 Shapers REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 50-8 Hydrostroke Shaper s/n 36607 w/
6 axis 16iMB Fanuc (2009) REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 20-8 Hydrostroke Shaper s/n 35932 w/
6 axis 16iMB Fanuc (2009 REF#102
FELLOWS (1) #7 125A Face Gear Machine REF#102
FELLOWS (2) #3 Face Gear Machine REF#102
(1) 4ags with adjustable Helical Guide s/n 30634 REF#102
(1) #7 125A adjustable Helical Guide REF#102
FELLOWS (1) FS630-200 Hydrostroke Shaper s/n 36943 w/
6 axis 16iMB Fanuc (2009) REF#102
FELLOWS (3) Tilt Table 10-4 / 10-2 w/ 4 axis 21i Fanuc
Controller (2009) REF#102
FELLOWS (2) Swing-away center support for 10-2 / 10-4 REF#102
FELLOWS (1) FS630-170 Hydrostroke Shaper s/n 36732 w/
6 axis 16iMB Fanuc (2009) REF#102
FELLOWS (2) FS400-170 Hydrostroke Shaper w/
6 axis 16iMB Fanuc (2009) REF#102
FELLOWS (4) FS400-125 Hydrostroke Shaper w/ 6
axis 16iMB Fanuc (2009) REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 20-4 Shaper s/n 35687 w/ 4 axis
21i Fanuc Controller (2009) REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 48-8Z Shaper w/ 14” throated riser (53” of swing) REF#102
FELLOWS (1) Horizontal Z Shaper s/n 21261 REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 4-B Steering Sector Gear Shaper w/ 18iMB
4 axis Fanuc controller s/n 34326 REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 36-10 Gear Shaper REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 10x6 Horizontal Z Shaper REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 36-6 Gear Shaper w/ 13” riser s/n 27364 REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 10-4 Shaper w/ 3” riser w/ 4 axis 21i
Fanuc Controller (2009) REF#102
All Parts for 10-4/10-2 Fellows Gear Shapers REF#102
FELLOWS #36-8, 36” Dia, 8” Face REF#103
FELLOWS #100-8 100” Dia, 8” Face REF#103
FELLOWS #612A, 615A, #645A REF#103
FELLOWS #10-4, 10” Dia, 4” Face, 4 DP REF#103
FELLOWS #4A Versa, 10” Dia, 3” Face, 4 DP, New ‘70’s REF#103
FELLOWS #10-2, 10” Dia, 4” Face, 4 DP REF#103
FELLOWS #20-4, 20” Dia, 4” Face, 4 DP, ‘70’s REF#103
MAAG #SH-100/140, 57” Dia., 12.6” Face, 2 DP, Internal Attachment REF#103
FELLOWS #3-1,/3GS, 3” Max Dia, 1” Face, Pinion Supp, High Precision
REF#103
FELLOWS #48-6 INTERNAL GEAR SHAPER ONLY,0-72"OD,6" Face REF#103
LORENZ #SJV00, 7” Dia, 2” Face, ‘50’s REF#103
MAAG #SH-100K 47”/12.6”/1.7 ‘60’s Internal Attachment REF#103
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MAAG #SH-150, 57" Dia.12.6" Face REF#103
PFAUTER #SH-180 Shobber 7" capacity hobbing, 9.45" cap REF#103
FELLOWS #36-6 Max Dia 36” 6” Face, 3 DP REF#103
FELLOWS #HORZ Z SHAPER, 10 x 6 Dia 27.6 Face 8.5” REF#103
MAAG #SH-75C, 30”/8”/2.5”/’52 REF#103
MAAG #SH-600, 235” Dia 36”, 1DP REF#103
FELLOWS #4GS & 4AGS, 6” Dia, 2” Face, 4DP, ’68, Ref.# Several REF#103
TOS OH-6, Dia 19.7” REF#103
FELLOWS #624A, 18” Max Dia, 5” Face REF#103
FELLOWS #7, #7A, #715,# 75A, #715, #725A, 7” Dia, 0-12” Risers,
Several Avail REF#103
MAAG #SH-180-300 , Max Dia 118”/ 16.9” Face REF#103
MAAG #SH-350/500, Max Dia 197” REF#103
MICHIGAN #18106 SHEAR-SPEED GEAR SHAPER,14" Dia, 6"Face REF#103
FELLOWS Model Z Shaper, 5" Stroke, ‘50’s REF#103
STAEHELY SHS-605, Gear Shaper REF#103
FELLOWS #6, #6A, #61S, From 18”-35” Dia, 0-12” Risers REF#103
FELLOWS #8AGS Vertical Gear Shaper, 8” Dia, 2” Face, 6-7 DP REF#103
TOS OHA50 CNC 5 20” Dia 5” Face REF#105
36-8 Fellows 9” stroke 12” Riser mint yr 1970 REF#106
GEAR DEBURRING/CHAMFERING/POINTING
CROSS #50 Gear Tooth Chamferer, 18” Dia, Single Spindle REF#103
CROSS #75 Gear Tooth Chamferer, 10” Dia, 10” Face, ‘52 REF#103
REDIN #18, 28” Dia, 2, 3, 4 Spindle, Deburrer/Chamfer, PLC’s, Tilt Table
REF#103
REDIN #20D, 20” Dia, Twin Spindle, Deburrer/Chamfer REF#103
SAMPUTENSILI #SCT-3, Chamf/Deburrer, 14” Dia, 5” Face, ‘82 REF#103
SAMPUTENSILI #SM2TA Gear Chamfering Mach, 10” Max Dia, (3) New ‘96
REF#103
REDIN #24 CNC Dia 4” Setup Gear Deburring REF#103
CROSS #60 Gear Tooth Chamferer, 10” Dia, Single Spindle REF#103
FELLOWS #100-180/60 CNC Max Dia 180”, Single Spindle REF#103
CIMTEC #50 Finisher REF#103
RPM #GC-500 CNC 20” Dia, Single Spindle REF#103
CROSS #54 Gear Deburrer, 30” Dia, 18” Face REF#103
RED RING #24 Twin Spindle Dia 4” REF#103
CROSS #55 Gear Deburrer, 18” Dia, 1.5 Spindle REF#103
GLEASON GTR-250 VG CNC 5-Axis REF#103
GRATOMAT #300L REF#103
GEAR Honers
Fassler #K-400 CNC Hone 16" Dia REF#103
Fassler K-400A CNC Hone 16” Dia REF#103
Kapp #CX120 Coroning 4.7” Dia REF#103
Red Ring GHD-12, 12” Dia, 5.5 Stroke REF#103
Red Ring GHG, 12” Dia, 5.5 Stroke REF#103
Kapp #VAC65 Coroning 10” Dia REF#103
GEAR SHAVERS
Red Ring #GCX-24" Shaver, 24” Dia, 33” Stroke REF#103
Red Ring #GCU-12, 12” Dia, 5” Stroke REF#103
Red Ring #GCU-8 Shaver. 8” Dia REF#103
Red Ring #GCY-12, 12” Dia, 5” Stroke REF#103
Red Ring GCI 24, 12.75” Dia, 5” Stroke REF#103
Nachi Raso CNC Shaver, 3-Axis REF#103
Michigan #873-24A, 24” Dia, 15” Face, 2 DP REF#103
GEAR GENERATORS, STRAIGHT BEVEL
GLEASON #37 Str. Bevel Planer, 6” Dia REF#103
GLEASON #54 Str, Bevel Planer, 60” Dia REF#103
GLEASON #496 Straight.& Spiral. 7.5” Dia REF#103
GLEASON 14, Coniflex Straight Bevel REF#103
GLEASON 24A Straight Bevel REF#103
GLEASON 725-Revacycle, 6” Dia REF#103
GLEASON 726-Revacycle, 5” Dia REF#103
GLEASON 2A, 16” Cone REF#103
GLEASON #116, 9” Cone, 2.75 Face REF#103
GLEASON #104 w/Helical Motion, Coniflex, Straight Bevel REF#103

RED RING #SF-500 CNC Int/Ext, 26” Dia, REF#103
GLEASON/TAG – 400 CNC, 16” Dia REF#103
HOLFER PROMAT 200 , 7.87” Dia CNC Gear Grinder REF#103
GEAR GRINDERS
#27, #137, and #463 Gleason Hypoid Spiral Bevel gear grinder
generating Cams (2 full sets) REF#102
Springfield Vertical Grinder, 62" Table, #62AR/2CS, 3.5A Rail Type, 70" Swing REF#102
REISHAUER ZA, Gear Grinder, 13" Dia, 6" Face, Strait & Helix REF#103
RED RING #SGJ-18, 18” Dia., 9” Face, Internal Attachment, New ‘78 REF#103
DETROIT Gear Grinder #GGI-16x3A, Internal Gear Grinding, 16" OD REF#103
MAAG SD-32-X REF#103
GLEASON #463, 15” Dia REF#103
HOFLER BHS H1603-2000, 78.7” Dia REF#103
NILES ZSZT-3500, 139” Dia REF#103
KAPP VAS #331, Gear Grinder REF#103
NILES ZSTZ-1250/5000 49.2Dia REF#103
GEAR RACK MILLERS/SHAPERS
MIKRON #134 Rack Shaper, 17.4" Length, 1.1" Width, 16.9 DP REF#103
SYKES VR-72 Vert Rack Shaper, 72" Cut Length, 4DP, 4" Stroke, ‘80 REF#103
SYKES VR-60 Vert Rack Shaper, 60” Cut Length, 4DP, Stroke 4” REF#103
GEAR THREAD & WORM, MILLERS/GRINDERS
LEES BRADNER #HT 12x54, Dia 12” /54” REF#103
MOREY-SHIELDS THREAD MILLER, Dia 12” REF#103
BARBER-COLMAN #10-40, 10" Dia., 40" Length, 4 DP REF#103
EXCELLO #31L, External Thread Grinder, 5" OD, 20" Grind Length REF#103
EXCELLO #33 Thread Grinder 6” Dia 18” Length REF#103
EXCELLO #35 and #35L Thread Grinder, 84" Between Centers REF#103
EXCELLO #39 Int. Thread Grinder, 9.5" Max Dia., 10" Max. Swing REF#103
HURTH #KF-33A Multi-Purpose Auto-Milling Machine 88” REF#103
LEES BRADNER #HT12x102, Extra Large Capacity REF#103
J&L AUTOMATIC THREAD GRINDER, 6" X 36", ‘38 REF#103
LEES BRADNER #HT 12"x 144" Thread Mill, 12" Dia, REF#103
WALDRICH COBURG WHIRLING, 3” Dia, 118” Length REF#103
LEES BRADNER # LT 8” x 24” 8” Dia REF#103
HOLROYD 5A 24.8 “ Dia REF#103
HECKERT WMW #ZFWVG REF#103
LEES BRADBER WORM MILLER REF#103
GEAR TESTERS/CHECKERS (incl CNC)
FELLOWS (1) RL-600 Roll Tester s/n 35814 REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 24H Lead Checker s/n 32289 REF#102
GLEASON (1) #14 Tester s/n 31907 REF#102
GLEASON (1) #6 Tester s/n 19316 REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 20 M Roller Checker REF#102
FELLOWS (1) 20 M w/ 30” Swing Roller Checker REF#102
FELLOWS (1) #8 Micaodex s/n 36279 REF#102
David Brown #24 Worm Tester REF#103
Fellows 12H Gear Tester REF#103
Fellows #12M Gear Tester REF#103
Fellows 20M Gear Tester REF#103
Felows #24 Involute Measuring Instrument REF#103
Gleason #4, #6, #13 and #17 Testers REF#103
Hofler EMZ-2602 Int/Ext Gear Tester 102” REF#103
Klingelnberg #PFSU-1200 Gear Tester REF#103
Klingelnberg #PFSU-1600 Gear Tester-2001 REF#103
Klingelnberg PWF-250 Tester REF#103
Kapp Hob Checker WM 410 REF#103
Maag #ES-430 Gear Tester REF#103
Maag #SP-130 Lead and Involute Tester REF#103
National Broach Gear Tester GSJ-12 REF#103
Oerlikon #ST2-004 Soft Tester REF#103
Maag #SP-60- Electronic Tester REF#103
Parkson #42N Worm Gear Tester REF#103
Fellows #24H Tester REF#103
Gleason #104 Tester REF#103
Vinco Dividing Head Optical Inspection REF#103

GEAR GENERATORS, SPIRAL BEVEL (HYPOID)
GLEASON #645 Hypoid Generators REF#103
GEAR GRINDERS CNC
HOGLUND, Model #264, CNC Internal Gear Grinder REF#103
KAPP #VAS-482 CNC GEAR GRINDER, 11.8" SWING DIA REF#103
GLEASON Phoenix 200G Hypoid Grinder CNC REF#103
REISHAUER RZ-801 CNC, 31.4” Dia REF#103
NILES ZSTZ 06-800 CNC, 31.5” Dia, 11” Face REF#103
NILES ZSTZ 08-800 CNC, 32” Dia, 11” Face REF#103

MISCELLANEOUS
WARNER & SWAYSEY #4A M-3580 Turret Lathe, 28 1/4 Swing, 80” Centers, 12”
Spindle Hole 50/25 Motors, 480/3 Phase, Year 1965 REF#101
Springfield Vertical Grinder, 62" Table, #62AR/2CS, 3.5A Rail Type, 70" Swing REF#102
GLEASON #529 Quench, 16" Diameter REF#103
VERTICAL TURNING LATHES AND MORE - Please Check Our
Website To View Our Entire Inventory REF#103
TOS SU & SUS Series Conv Lathes REF#105
TOS SUA Series CNC Flat-Bed Lathes REF#105

CIRCLE GEAR and MACHINE
STRAIGHT BEVEL GEARS
.25” to 34 ½” Diameter
32 DP to 1.5 DP
.5 Module to 16 Module

SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS
.25” to 33” Diameter
32 DP to 2 DP
.5 Module to 12 Module

Since 1951 Circle Gear has served Chicago land as
a full service gear manufacturing facility. In addition
to bevel gears Circle Gear also provides spur gears,
helical gears, herringbone gears, worm and gear sets,
internal gears, splines, racks and sprockets.

Please e-mail your inquiries
to sales@circlegear.com

1501 South 55th Ct. • Cicero, IL 60804
Ph: 708-652-1000 • Fax: 708-652-1100

circlegear.com

We Manufacture
Broaches & Related
Tooling for
any Broach Machine
Sharpening or Reconditioning
Also Production Broaching
We Weld Broken & Chipped Broaches

Broach House
Mfg., Inc.™
We Have Used Broaches In Stock
11383 Route 166 • Marion, Il 62959
618-993-3530 • Fax:618-997-9158
e-mail: broach_house@mychoice.net
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MARKET

PLACE

Manufacturing excellence
through quality, integration, materials,
maintenance, education, and speed.

Technical Solutions
Aerospace and Automotive Applications

Multiple Start Gear
Grinding Wheels
• Lower grinding forces
• New abrasive blends & bonds
• Lower grinding temperatures
• Increased porosity for higher stock
removal

Gear Honing Benefits
• Flank correction
• Reduced operating noise
• Longer service life
• Correction for distortion from hardening process

Hermes Abrasives, Ltd.

524 Viking Drive • Virginia Beach, VA 23452	Toll free phone: 800.464.8314
PO Box 2389 • Virginia Beach, VA 23450	Toll free fax: 800.243.7637

NOW HIRING

• Gear Process Engineer •
Delta Gear (Formerly Tifco Gage & Gear) is a dynamic, growing aerospace gear manufacturer in Southeast Michigan and we are currently
expanding our engineering department. Applicants should have gear
manufacturing experience, aerospace gear engineering and processing experience as well as the ability to develop a production router or
traveler from customer PO’s and drawings. Your ability to use MRP
software and CAD/CAM experience is very important. Knowledge of
fixed processes and primary contractor quality standards is helpful.
For more information on how to qualify for this position, send your
name and information to tonyw@delta-gear.com.

www.delta-gear.com
1.734.525.8000

1.734.525.8400 Fax

REP GROUPS WANTED
FOR GAGES & MASTER GEARS
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Turbomachinery
Symposium

October 4-7, 2010
George R. Brown Convention Center · Houston, Texas
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Q&A

Peter Eelman
vice president of exhibitions & communications
AMT-The Association of Manufacturing Technology
International Manufacturing Technology Show/IMTS

GS: Tell us about your own background with IMTS.
PE: This marks my 30th year of involvement with
IMTS, or my 15th show since it’s held every two
years. When I graduated from college with a degree in
marketing, the company I went to work for made planning for IMTS and running the booth one of my first
assignments. So I started off as an exhibitor before
joining AMT/IMTS, and I think that has provided me
with a real understanding of the concerns exhibitors
have and the challenges they sometimes face. As for
this year’s event, at a time when many trade shows
have decreased in size by 25-35 percent, we’re only
down about 12 percent, and people are still signing
up every day. We really haven’t seen a tremendous
exodus of exhibitors, just some companies downsizing their booths a bit, so I can tell you that those
joining us at the McCormick Center in Chicago will
see the same bustling, energetic IMTS they’ve come
to expect from us.
GS: What can attendees look forward to
seeing this year?
PE: The primary benefit involves the knowledge
gained by visiting with exhibitors, and we see our job
as rounding out that experience. That’s why we’ll be
kicking off this year’s IMTS with “Industry Inspiration
Day” in the South Building, with keynote speakers
including Allan McArtor, chairman and CEO of Airbus;
Jim Tetreault, who is vice president of North American
Manufacturing at the Ford Motor Company; Denise

Bode, the president and CEO of the American
Wind Energy Association; and Rene van de
Zande, president and CEO of the Emergo
Group. In the lobby of the North Building we’ll
have the Emerging Technology Center, which
will feature cloud computing, additive manufacturing, nanotechnology and micro-manufacturing, and MTConnect. The Advanced
Manufacturing Center will be located in the
West Building, where Gardner Publications
and Boeing will have a Rolls-Royce Dreamliner
jet engine on display, and GIE Media will be
showing a F-35 Joint Strike Fighter right
across the aisle. There will also be a Tesla
high-performance electric roadster on view.
There will be a Manufacturing Museum in the
East Building, with machinery on display from

“The primary benefit of attending IMTS
involves the knowledge gained by visiting
with exhibitors, and we see our job as
rounding out that experience.”
different points in the history of industrial
development, and a “social media encounter” at the end where you can videotape your
thoughts about the experience. Throughout
the event we’ll be holding the IMTS 2010
Industry & Technology Conference, which will
feature presentations in the areas of materials engineering, machining technology and
trends, alternative manufacturing processes,
metrology, and plant operations. Exhibitors
will be grouped in nine pavilions including Gear Generation, Tooling & Workholding
Systems, Metal Cutting, Quality Assurance,
Control & CAD/CAM, and more.

To learn More:
Visit online at [www.imts.com] or [www.amtonline.org].
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GS: What are the biggest changes
you’ve seen over the years?
PE: Both market demands and technology have changed the very nature of trade
shows. Remember that the first IMTS,
which was held in 1927, was a science
fair, and nothing was allowed to be sold.
These days exhibitors can’t afford to
devote space to products or technologies
that aren’t for sale. So that’s why we’ve
decided to take on the role of opening
up the experience with things like the
Emerging Technology Center, and by providing other educational opportunities as
well. And we’ll be broadcasting beyond
McCormick Center by way of IMTS-TV,
which will present four reports a day that

are available on our Web site, all of which
will be archived, along with various “up
to the minute” blogs, one of which I’ll be
writing myself. So we’re doing everything
we can to make IMTS an inspiration point
where you can network with industry peers
from around the world, attend seminars
on the latest trends and technologies, and
take stock of where you stand in terms
of your position in today’s marketplace.
Those who attend IMTS 2010 will leave
more savvy, educated, and aware of where
they’re headed, and how they’re going to
get there.
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